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GREATER PRECISION IN THINKING AND IN PERSUADING THROUGH
ARGUMENTATION ARE THE CONCERNS OF THESE TWO 11TH -GRADE UNITS.
THE FIRST. "OPINION IN WRITING AND :PEAKING." ATTEMPTS TO
GUIDE THE STUDENT TO A DEFINED OPINION OR THESIS AS A FIRST
STEP TOWARDS EFFECTIVE, RATIONAL, SUSTAINED EXPRESSION. THIS
UNIT CONTAINS FOUR LESSONS--(1) ARRIVING AT AN OPINION. (2)
SEPARATING OPINION FROM FACT, (3) SEPARATING OPINION FROM
ASSERTION, AND (4) WRITING HONESTLY. BY CONFRONTING THE
STUDENT WITH LITERARY EXAMPLES AND SPECIFIC SITUATIONS CLOSE
TO HIS OWN EXPERIENCE, THE SECOND UNIT. THE AUDIENCE,"
GUIDES THE STUDENT TO AN AWARENESS OF AN AUDIENCE AND THE
NECESSITY OF TAKING IT INTO ACCOUNT IN THE RHETORICAL
PROCESS. LESSONS IN THIS UNIT LEAD THE STUDENT TO CONSIDER
THE KNOWLEDGE AND INTERESTS OF THE SPECIFIC AUDIENCE HE IS
ADDRESSING. THE STUDENT VERSION OF THESE UNITS CONTAINS
INTRODUCTIONS, DISCUSSION QUESTIONS, EXERCISES. AND WRITING
AND SPEAKING ASSIGNMENTS. THE TEACHER VERSION PROVIDES
RATIONALES AND TEACHING GUIDANCE FOR THE MATERIALS. A TEST
DESIGNED TO ACCOMPANY THE UNIT, "THE AUDIENCE." IS APPENDED.
SEE ALSO ED 010 129 THROUGH ED 010 160. ED 010 803 THROUGH ED
010 832. TE 000 195 THROUGH TE 000 220. AND TE 000 227
THROUGH TE 000 249. (DL)
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Teacher' Version
OPINION IN WRITING AND SPEAKING

We are, of course, not using persuasion as justanother in a list of types of writing like descrip-tion, narration, and exposition. Rather, as didAristotle, almost as a synonym for the entirerhetorical process, the art of communicating
effectively, but with special attention to the de-mands of argumentation.

(Teacher's Introduction
to tkee Eleventh Grade
Curriculum)

The Studer/2 and the Spiral

Even though we use the term a us ion in its broadest sense thisyear, the eleventh grade work wi r c will be the most confiningthat the student has yet encountered. He will have to evaluate problemsobjectively; he must learn to reckon with his audience, and to discernand use valid methods of proof. These goals, however, are designednot to confine, but to direct--though for some weeks the student mayfeel more strait-jacketed than guided.

Directing the student in previous years to find and develop ideas,using his own experience as point of departure, has aroused, we hope,the curiosity and innate venturesomeness of the student. The openinglessons of the eleventh grade curriculum attempt to catch, extend, anddeepen the student's exploring and questioning at the same time thatWhatbegin to demand a new ordering of his observations and thoughts.What we hope to move toward in the eleventh grade is greater precisionin thinking. Thus, the bulk of this year's work attempts to demonstrateto the student why precision is necessary, and how to achieve it. Butat no time should precision be viewed as an end. Toward the conclusionof this year and through all of next, the student's new-found habits ofpreciston, and his earlier habits of discovery and curiosity, ought tocombine to produce what Alfred North Whitehead calls 'active wisdom. "As Whitehead describes our high school junior,

(For text, see "The Rhythmic Claims of Freedom and Discipline, "from The Aims of Education, by Alfred North Whitehead, New York,igr,-51--").5 )
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The immediate aim of this first unit is to help the student arriveat an opinion or thesis, as the first step towards effective, rational,sustained expression. The work here is divided into four lessons:(1) arriving at an opinion; (2) separating opinion from fact;(3) separadng opinion from assumption; and (41 writing honestly.We ask that before beginning to teach any of this materig, you readlesson 4 which stresses that good writing is always honest expression.In a real sense, everything prior points toward this concept, as sub-sequent units will look back to it.

The Materilil and the Spiral

The test of the unit's effectiveness will be the student's rhetoric.For the student to arrive at a thesis, he must know or at least sensewhat a thesis is and what it is not. As the student who can develop athesis writes and speaks, he will appreciate how a thesis can guide theselection and organisation of his material. But equally significant, ifless immediately perceptible, is the process--as the student worIca todevelop a thesis, he must examine the, for him, unexamined; he mustmove from a subjective to an objective view of thb world around him.n grade seven, he found his subject froni his immediate experience;in grade eleven, he must go beyond to make the unknown a part of hisken. No one arrives at a thesis without a questioning mind.

Lesson 1 places the responsibility for arousing an interest in asubject on the student. It attempts to make the point that one whoconcerns himself only with his immediate sphere soon vegetates. Butin order to avoid preaching, the lesson tries to show the student how todevelop an interest, how to find the intellectual way into strangencs Trial. The models of Trembley and Heyerdahl alone may notconvince. Using any addtional illustrations and extending the exercisesinto full discussions may 'alp. The idea is to show, by example, howto ask questions.

If the students actually write down their questions about "life in outerspace" (p. 5), it may help them read more closely.
If your class is of average or low ability, the vocabulary inShapeley will be a problem. Some suggestions:

. Work through the selection orally with the class.Much of the difficulty lies with words of Greekorigin; once the students recognise the roots,they will probably be able to piece together themeanings.
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Divide the class; ask the better students to road
Shape ley and the others, Dille. Compare notes
in class discussion.

If you feel one e:cample will be sufficient, use
only Dille.

If Dille alone won't be sufficient, replace Shape ley
with a selection of your own choosing.

On Dine: Because the selection is long, weaker students maywander aimlessly through it. You may want to suggest some specificideas that they shccritflook for as they read.

A quotation from 1.#straceleue (found in a book by Erich Fromm)reads, "Re who knows nothing, loves nothing. He who can do nothing
understands nothing. He who understands nothing is worthless. Buthe who understands also loves, notices, sees... The more knowledge
is inherent in a thing, the greeter the love..., .Anyone who imaginesthat all fruits ripen at the same time as strawberries knows nothingabout grapes. "

Lesson 1 tries to make students intellectually curious aboutgrapes.

Lessons 2 & 3

Rather than define th si - explicitly, lessons 2 and 3 attempt tosay what it is not. Lesson makes tl.e distinction between a fact anda thesis; lesson 3, between an assumption and a thesis,. (Actualy,we work _gradually into the term thesis. We begin with "opirdon, hmove to 'opinions that can be supported, to "organizing principle foryour compcpsition. " About the only synonym we've missed is "sentencestatement. " Those students with math and science backgrounds willreadily recognize the shortened version of "hypothesis, " the educatedguess. )

The rhetoric student should have little trouble seeing the differencebetween a factual statement and an opinion. He may have more difficultyrecognizing that a whim or prejudice of his is insufficient foundation onwhich to build a persuasive composition. And that is the purpose oflesson 2: to demonstrate to the student that he must go outside ofhimself to write or sr.aak persuasively. We begin by directing thestudent to support an opinion with facts (exercise 2). Later in unitthree, he will encounter valid methods of personal proof. But at theoutset of this year of persuasion, to steer the student away from atotally subjective composition, lesson 2 tries to show the strong relation-ship between fact and thesis: the thesis is not a fact; facts can supporta thesis.
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Perhaps the greater weakness of the sentences that students try
to use an theses is not that they are factual but that they are fatuous.
Lesson 3 tries to avoid this weakness.

C. S. Lewis provides some theoretical discussion ground upon
which to reconsider what assumptions are and to move forward to
consider what people disagree about. Since Lewis wrote the selection
for radio, reading it aloud may help to realize Lewis's rhetorical
skill.

The testing method that students use when working with the grammar
could be applied here: test your opinioi" statement to see if It is a
thesis--could it provoke an argument? if no one would disagree with
your statement, can you think of at least three original things to say
about it? can you support it with any factual evidence?

Perhaps the student can see the concept in terms of direction: afact is a narrower statement than a thesis; an assumption a moregeneral one.

Lesson 4.

The lesson "Your Honest Opinion" was inspired by the section ofFr m aqd Discipline reprinted below. Particularly during a year
w calls for persuasive composition, we all need to take extreme
care to create a climate of openness--to avoid subtle teacher pressure,not to equate student objectivity with teacher viewpoint. The teacherswho prepared this lesson realize from their own experience that subtle,often unconscious teacher pressure can arise from the nature of our
assignments, that student dishonesty may actually be faulty teacherassignment. Too difficult, too unclear, too rushed--whatever the
problem and whatever the cause, unwittingly, we put undue and unfairpressures on the student, pressures which propel him tow .;, d pretense.These criteria for assignments, reprinted from Fritedorq and Diamay help. We hope, too, that the fuller Commission statement expclearly the rationale behind lesson 4.

A good assignment evokes the best from the writer
and gives the teacher the best chance to be helpful....
A good assignment aids learning and requires a response
that is the product of discovery....

... a good assignment furnishes data to start from....
A good assignment may take the form of, or be construable
into, a proposition....

A good assignment limits either form or content or both.
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Wherever feasible, a good assignment will stipulate the
audience to be addressed....

Assignment should vary in kind....

Wm life itself, all writing is concerned with truth. Fordespite all the difficulties about truth that students and teachersmust share, English teachers must not make the mistake of
thinlcing that true and false are meaningless terms for compo-sition. They must, instead, make it always clear that in what.,ever other ways writing may be faulty, it must not be and neednot be false. To pretend to care, to pretend to believe, topretend to know, and to pretend to be are the most common
violations of truth in student writing. To say as muck is notto deny the difference between the real author and the voiceof the speaker, or speakers, in any piece of writing, fictionor nonfiction. Nor is it to deny the natural and, in some ways,admirable desire of all men to present themselves as betterthan they are. It is not a denial of art or of the need for
masks through which to speak, It is rather a recognition ofthe dangers of forcing people to write and then, by the threatof criticism, forcing them to say or feel or be what they arenot It is a recognition that to learn to write well one mustcare --care for the truth, care for the audience, care for one'sown integrity.

Of course, teachers must know that much falseness inwriting comes from self-deception, and no good teacher canavoid being Socratic to the extent of making his students awarethat it is desirable, though difficult, to know themselves. Attimes English teachers may find it herd to draw the necessaryline between teacher of composition and lay analyst, becauseit is sometimes hard to show why the tone of voice in a pieceof writing is false without assuming to know something aboutthe character of the writer. What is known, or thought to beknown, may be what the writer did not know; simply as criticof the writing, the teacher must be able to describe the characterof the voice of the paper, and thus let the writer decide whetherthat is either his own character or the cha..acter he wishes toassume.

Other forms of falseness are no less frequent than thatof self-deception. It is hard, but essential, to teach youngwriters the difference between what they really know and whatsomeone else may have said--to show them why they may say,"This is the best story of Hemingway we have read, or
may

is Hemingway's last published story, " but may not say, "Thisis Hemingway's finest story, " unless they have read tl all,or "This story brought to a close a chapter in American
literary history, " no matter how many stories they have read.
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Finally, teachers can and must show why arguing forunexamined opinions is a form of pretension becausethe self-decepti9n involved, whatever the opinions ex-pressed, will make the essay false in feeling if not infact.

If a teacher can convince his students that he expectsthe best, the truest account, explanation, or argument theycan discover, and if he can inspire in his students theambition, courage, and energy to stop being insensitive,unperceptive, and superficial, his good fortune will be towatch his young writers develop in power and grace. Thisis a tall order, but its size is propc.... donate to the oneacceptable goal, that of teaching students above all to behonest in their writing. How teachers induce these necessaryattitudes is harder to say. Their own rhetoric must, of course,be honest, and its honesty will depend on their caring, on theirbeing as true to their own experience as they can be, on theirrejection of the temptations to be phony, cynical, or trivial.It will also depend on their wisdom and skill--how much theyknow, how much they themselves write.

In summary, the year's work in rhetoric begins with this unitwhich we hope will encourage the student to examine a subject honestlyand precisely and come to a reasonable conclusion about it. We strive,first of all, for truthfulness, but recognize, in looking ahead to theremainder of es rhetoric curriculum, that "active wisdom" may beconcerned with issues in which there exists no clear-cut division be-tween truth and falseness, and in which questions of awareness ofaudience and modes of proof play an increasingly important role.
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Teacher Version

THE AUDIENCE

"Let a man look for himself and tell truly what he sees " GoergeHenry Lewes once wrote. "We will listen to that. We must lister/ to it,for its very authenticity has a subtle power of compulsion. " This is thefirst principle of effective writing and speaking--the beginning preceptfor the student, that cannot be discounted at any stage of his learning.Bt this advice, and Sir Philip'Sidney's often quoted "Look in thy heartand write, " sound as they are, do not encompass the whole problem ofeffective expression. Unfortunately, holding an honest and informedopinion, even holding it passionately, does not guarantee the ability toset it forth so compellingly that it must be understood and accepted.For the reader-listener holds opinions too, attaches his own meaningto words, and brings to any discourse his own set of assumptions, limita-tions, and responses to language.

At some point in his preparation the speaker-writer must givethenght to his audience if he is moved by any real desire to convey hisideas to other minds. Even if a writer thinks he is concerned only withhonest expression--when he writes in his private journal or recordsideas in his notebook--he can scarcely escape the sense of a readerover his shoulder. This unshakable feeling prompted Mark Twain torestrict the gablication of his autobinraphy until some years after hisdeath so that in writing it he could avoid all thought of the possiblereaction of readers he might later have to face. Even so, whether hewas actually able to banish all consideration of the reading audience isdoubtful. The writer or speaker who wants his ideas to reach an audiencecan do greater justice to his subject if he takes into account the kind ofreaders and listeners he is addressing

Lesson 1: What About the Audience?

The second unit of the curriculum for this year is intended to helpthe student arrive at an intelligent answer to the question: What dif-ference does the audience make? The question is raised for him imme-diately, and sinct: a general answer is neither possible nor profitableto explore, his attention is directed to specific situations, first in thehypothetical problem of advocating safety measures. In the exampleprovided, recommending safety programs to different audiences, heshould first see that the age and experience of the audience are importantto consider, A third-grade group is meeting the hazards of crossingstreets, obeying traffic signals (as pedestrians), possibly encounteringemergencies in which calling for aid might be necessary, or finding aplace of safety. They are not yet driving cars, and probably have littleif any control over the location of first aid materials or hazards in thehome, except for remind,rs that the careless disposition of balls androller skates breeds accidents. Young adults, high school audiences,would be likely to need admonition about safe driving, traffic signals and
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signs for drivers as well as pedestrians, and might be interested in firstaid and home hazards. Adult audiences could be reminded of all typesof safety measures, but for them, emphasis should fall on safe driving,removing hazards, and providing for first aid, The age of the groupaffects the activities they take part in and therefors the points that aremost important to them.

Example This example, persuading the PTA to sponsor a trip to thetegistkture, introduces more complex problems of understanding the aud-ience, since the student must conside.- which reasons are sound as wellas which are suited to the audience. He should recognize first that reasonsmust be honest. The second argument, for example, would not be likelyto impress parents much in any case, but if pleasure is thereal reasonth wants to make a field trip, if it is the only reason, or even theic at reason, then to offer any of the other arguments would beessentially dishonest. To pretend that the group was motivated by adesire for e1dncational experiences would in that instance be to deal unfairlywith the audience. The students should also see that if this is the only orthe strongest reason, the plan should be abandoned; in is not a sufficientreason for asking the PTA to finance a trip of this sort. There is nothingwrong with anticipating a pleasant time, but this reason should be incidental,and it would be wise to pit the* emphasis on better reasons. The last reasonin the list is patently specious.

The class would doubtless expect the PTA group (parents) to be immed-iately interested in the cost of a proposed trip; demonstrating that thecost would not be exorbitant might be not only effective but necessary.Also the class should see that parents are interested in educational exper-iences for their children, even if they entail some expense, particularlyif the young people recognize the value themselves and appreciate thepossibilities for learning. Parents might also be receptive to the twonext -to -last reasons; they would be likely to respect the opinion of theprincipal, and the success of other schools offers a precedent. The argu-ment that the class helped with the PTA carnival might be effective, bitonly if it were tactfully presented; otherwise it might lead the auelenceto question the motives of the class in their assistance. Claiming a returnfavor is not very sound.

If the student were persuading the class that a trip to the state legis-lature would be valuable, be might use slightly different arguments. Costwould probably be important, and less emphasis would probably fall on theviews of the principal, the preparation to be made, and the possibilitiesfor writing up the experience afterwards. The fun argument might bemore effective with this audience, but again it should not be the only reason.The class, who are not putting up the money, are likely to be more con-cerned with the value of the experience itself.

Example 21 In this example, preparing a feature article about the schoolFor the paper, the student is deciding what features of the school would beinteresting to the general audience who would read the local paper. In thelist of items suggested, the student selections may vary, but probably most
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of the group would decide to omit the material about the distribution ofgrades ( the audience already knows it) and the references to studentobjections to the cafeteria food and to school regulations (these are notrepresentative of the general opinion of students, and are not pertinentto the main program of the school), Some students may recommend leav-ing out the mention of the prom and the senior activities also.
The selection of material would be somewhat different for a letter toa friend in another city, A teenage friend would be less interested in theexperimental programs of the school and in honor societies,' but probablywould want to know about activities, rules, perhaps courses, and schoolevents, The list provided might need additional items for this purpose- -items about the student body, the teachers, the kind of assignments, andafter-school activities.

Example 3; In this example, replying to a letter to the editor condemningconduct at a game, the student must consider the attitudes of the audiencefor whom he writes. In the hypothetical situation he must be remindedagain that he must first decide what position or positions he could honestlysupport; only then is he ready to approach the audience. Few studentsare likely to choose the first possibility, and they should see without toomuch difficulty that the second would be almost impossible to support.Defending the fight on any grounds would be questionable; both the secondand the third positions Vi3 u d be hard to defend, and would not be likelyto receive a sympathetic response from a mature audience. Either 4 or5 could be supported, tough 4 would be easier; it frankly admits thefault of the students and offers a reasonable solution. For an audiencethat included both school patrons and townspeople not connected with theschool, the segment of the audience most necessary to consider would bethe antagonistic group, and the student should recognize the importanceof considering their attitudes and how far the objectimare justified.

What do we need to consider about an audience? The student is now readyto generalize about iiiidirice rtigi. First, he is given a seriesthree selections to lead him into the generalizations. All three authors aremaking assumptions about the audience, De Quincey takes for grantedthat theywe familiar with cbeth Cousteau is assuming that most peopleare familiar with fishing and fish stories, and also that they are poten -'tially interested in superstitions, Atkinson writes for an audience thatworks by day and is probably sorry for the men on night shifts.
2.UESTIONS TO DISCUSS

1, All the writers seem to expect the audience to be more or less acquaint-ed with the subject, though Atkinson assumes they are not familiar withthe specific attitudes of night workers,

2. None of the three would be writing if he did not believe the audiencemight be interested in hearing more. Cousteau is prepared to discuss
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the Whits of the octopus, which are probably outside the usual experienceof the reader, and all three authors are prepared to present new ideas.
3. Atkinson more than the other two seems to expect the audience todisagree, at least initially', but he clearly hopes to reverse the judrnentof the reader.

From these examples and the preceding exercises, the class should beable to arrive at some generalizations. If they look closely at the suggestedlist of points to consider about an audience, they should see that the threewords which provide the best summaries are
knowledge interests attitudes

(All the other points affect these three but do not form suchworkable categories).

ASSIGNMENT FOR WRITING AND SPEAKING

The student is given a choice of three assignments, based on the dis-cussions they have already held. The first asks them to write the letterto the paper in response to criticism of the conduct of students at a game.Students who select this assignment should be reminded again that theymust decide upon an honest answer that does not impose upon the audience;their purpose is to defend this position honestly as well as tactfully.They will need to consider the attitudes of a general adult audience notwell acquainted with the school program. Students writing this assignmentshould be able to tell the class why they used the approach they decidedupon.

Students who choosy the second assignment --the interviewcan workin pairs. They should consider the interests of the general audience inselecting the material for the interview. They should plan together, butthe interview should not be too fully rehearsed or there is a danger ofbeenming stilted in the final presentation. They may be referred to thesection on interviews in the Speech Manual for further assistance.
The third assignment may be oral or written. It is intended for aninth grade audience, whose interests and knowledge will be differentfrom those of their own group. For all assignments the students shouldthink about the prospective audience and decide what materials will bestreach them for the specific purpose.

In evaluating the papers, interviews, or speeches, the class shouldthink of them as final rehearsals for presentation to the intended audience;the discussion should be focused on ho v well the apprOach and the materialsare suited to the audience for which they are intended. This is important,because an audience cannot make any response but its own. It is neversuccessful to ask an audience to imagine it is a different group and respondas that group would. Honesty should again be a necessary criterion inthe evaluations.
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Lesson 2. What the Audience Knows

This lesson deals specifically with the problem of gauging the knowledgeof the audience and adjusting the discourse to it. First the student isasked to reflect about how to determine the knowledge his audience islikely to have already--what guides he might find. The first section ourgents that age, education level, and experience affect the knowledge ofany given subject. The examples are two brief excerpts from textbooksabout the Constitution--one intended for young children, the other for highschool or college students. The subject matter is essentially the same,but the student should observe the difference in selection of detail andtreatment of the material.

QUESTIONS TO DISCUSS

1, 2, 3. Richard Morris's selection (the first) is for "'err young readers,The class should be able to tell from the simplicity of the material andthe language, and from the general statements, that the arithor is restrict-ing himself to words children would know. The use of 'three weary days, "for example, would describe stagecoach travel appropriately for children;such a phrase would talk down to older readers. The sentence structureis too simple for adult reading; most of the sentences are short andrelatively simple in structure. The Selection by Kelly and Harbison isobviously intended for older readers. It requires more background know-ledge of the government and the country, and assumes some understandingof the political philosophy. Both selections deal with the enduring useful-ness of the Constitution in a changed world, but the first selection staysclose to the adaptability of the Constitution; the second does more withthe reasons why the document has been able to endure--the evolutionaryprocess of the Constitution and the modifications of meaning within the"general soundness of the . frame of government provided. " It also destribes more precisely the changes in the country, not only in extent andpopulation, but in the shift from agrarian to urban industrial society.Morris did not expect his readers to understand the political philosophyunderlying the Constitution, the agrarian character of the country or thedifferences between 18th and 20th century thought, He did not deal withchanges in the Constitution,

Structure and Vocabulary

4. The vocabulary in the second selection is more sophisticated than thatof the first. Words like conceived, a rian (possibly even re blic),urban, nominairs7.1.-tNiave, a otation would be too cult foryoung readerSs who cou d comprehend the simpler language of the firstselection.

5, The two sentences quoted from the selection make the same point,but Sentence A is much simplified. It is composed of a simple NP + VPand two phrases. The second sentence is not only longer, it uses morecomplicated constructions --the participle bearing, the relative clause,
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and a more complex relationship of word and idea, as in "made possible
the adaptation, " where the noun and the complement are almost verb
forms--"made possible" is very like a modal in its function. The greatest
difference,, which advanced students may be able to observe, is that
Sentence h. is a simplified generalization only slightly qualified; sentence
B deals with a dual concept of continuity and change in the Constitution.
Morris (lentence A) does not mean that the Constitution is unchanged in
every particular; he simply means it has not been scrapped and rewritten.
The selections are not really contradictory.

6. The differences are of course necessary. The qualifications and
precise Literpretations needed for explaining the function of the Constitution
to older readers would be confusing to children; the dual concept of
adaptation and preservation would be beyond their grasp.

7. Both selections are truthful; they differ because the abilities of the
readers to comprehend fine distinctions differ.

SHORT OSIGNMENT= SPEAKING AND WRITING.

This brief assignment is intended to demonstrate the point of the
examples by letting the student examine his own responses to a literaryselection as compared with the responses a different reader might have.
Explaining a story to his parents or to younger people should make him
aware that his response may not be theirs. He may have to simplify for
children, delete some fine points that require more knowledge than the
child has; for his parents he may need to enlarge upon his views. Even
if he uses the class as his audience, he cannot assume that the response
of other members of the group will be exactly his. Again; if he chooses
an audience different from the class, he should present his talk as a finalrehearsal. Tape recording this assignment can be effective. After the
brief talks have been presented and discussed, the student is directed to
explain the same selection in written form for one of the other audiences.
This procedure should give him a basis for comparison of the needs of
audiences, and he should be able to identify the changes he has made in
adapting the material.

ftpi_al Knowledge in the Audience

Writing or spealdng for audiences with special knowledge is a some -whet different problem. If the student undertook to explain double-base
transformations to the class, he could presuppose a good deal of technical
knowledge of the new

into
If he were explaining it to parents hewould be taking them tato uncharted territory, and would immediately

need to pause and fill in the phrase-structure background. The difference
is not educational level, age, or intelligence; it is entirely a matter of
special knowledge.

The three short selections that follow are intended for audiences withvarying degrees of technical knowledge.
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1. The authors of the third and fourth passages write for the most generalaudience (though the author of the first to some degree writes for generalreaders); the author of the second passage writes for the most specializedaudience.

2. The reader of the second passage will rewire the most technical know-ledge of the subject; E f.13 addressed to readers who know about vortexamplifiers, jet-on-jet type devices, and the mysteries of digital and analogapplications, cascading and cascading. The author of the fourth passageprobably writes for the least specialized group--he announces at oncethat everybody knows about the vorticity of bathtub water.
3. Doubleday in the first selection defines boiler-plate InncilSe-higb,which are somewhat archaic forms of printing plates unf r to manypresent-day readers, but he assumes some knowledge of printing pressesand does uut define terms like stereotyping, flat-bed psasses, or ready-, which could probably be understood from turcontext, Golding moreokless defines "English accent and "American accent, " but onlycasually; the reader actually knows what he means. The authors inselections 2 and 4 do not define terms --the advertisement because theauthor addresses only the audience with special knowledge, and Doubledayin 4 because he considers his subject within the area of general knowledge.
4. Golding is not merely writing for "Anthony"; he seems to be addressinghimself to British subjects who might intend to travel in the United States,but actually he is informing and entertaining a general British-American
audience interested in the amusing differences between the two culturesand peoples. The fact that the article appeared in Holiday suggests anaudience interested in travel,

EXERCISE; Deli gain Terms

A brief review of the principles to (We is included for the student.This summing-up includes:

A. To convey an idea effectively, a writer-speaker should considerhow much the audience is likely to know about the subject andwhat they will be able to comprehend.

B. In order to predict how much the audience will know, he shouldconsider:
the age of the group
their level of education
the kind of group (whether they have special knowledge)

C. The student should ocnsider how these matters affect:
the choice of material
the terms used (i.e. which ones need defining?)
the vocabulary and sentence structure to be used.
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The General Audience

The problem of the general audience is easier for the speaker than forthe writer because he knows, or can find out, something about the grouphe is to address. The occasion gives him some clues to the interests ofthe people likely to attend, and when he is invited to speak he is usuallygiven some information about the audience and the purpose of the occasion.The writer does not have this assistance, and his potential audience maytake in a much wider, more diversified group. Nevertheless, the writerhas in mind some kind of readers--he knows whether he is aiming hisdiscourse at children or adults; at experts or laymen; at educated oruneducated people. If the student considers the readers of differentmagazines he can begin to understand the principle; he should recognisethat the people who read Scientific American have some interest in scienceand knowledge about it; the purchasers of Pilot la and True _Stw arenot quite the same group as the purchasers o turda Rameil:E-venfor the general audience he needs to take into account much knowledgeof his subject he can assume in the audience how much must be supplied,In the general audience, including people of Ill ages and education:, hemay often have to hold the attention of all.

The occasion in speaking can give him some help, for the expectationsof the audience differ with the circumstances. The commencement audienceexpects to hear about the future of the graduates and hopes for someoriginality in the statements of inspiration and optimism about what thefuture holds; they have probably heard the conventional banalities andhope for fresh insights. Dedication ceremonies, too, can suggestpossibilities to a speaker--a new hospital or city hall calls for someattention to the function of the new building, its purpose and the achieve-ment that made its construction possible. As an cxampla of the occasionaladdress, the Speech Manual includes the speech of John Glenn before theCongress on the occasion of honoring the astronauts after their spaceflight

The Writer and tla Knowledfte of the Audience

The writer, working without the help of a specific occasion, muststill judge the probable extent of the readers' knowledge. His audiencemay not be more diversified than that of some speakers, but he cannotbe sure exactly who will compose it. Moreover, he has the disadvantageof not confronting his audience, He cannot observe the responses of thereader and adjust his discourse when he sees that the reader is not follow-ing him. This disadvantage is partially balanced by the fact that the read-er can go over a difficult passage again, as the listener cannot, bit inputting down his ideas the writer can only imagine the responses of thereader. Nor can he make use of the interaction of members of the audienceas the speaker can, for listeners affect each other's responses. Eachreader reads alone, and his response is individual. The relationship ofthe reader and writer is therefore in one sense more direct than that ofspeaker and listener, but in another sense it is less direct; it is cor-respondingly more difficult to supply the necessary information withoutlaboring the familiar and to build on the known to offer fresh and stimu-lating ideas.
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,

The model presented in George Orwell's "Shooting an Elephant"should give the student some guidance for this problem. Orwell's purposerequired him to include enough information about India and the situationof the British official to provide a context for the point he wanted to makeand the attitudes he wanted to convey to the reader. For readers unfamiliarwith daily life in Burma, Orwell evidently felt the need to fill in background.
The questions that follow the essay are concentrated on the problem ofthe reader's knowledge. The essay can be read on several levels, and iscapable of various interpretations. It can be read simply as an account ofa personal experience with overtones of the author's emotional responsesto the event.' It can be interpreted as a comment on the "real nature ofimperialism, " the "hollowness, the futility of the white man's dominionin the East." It is even possible to see the elephant as a symbol for thecrumbling British empire inevitably doomed to pass (with whateveragonizing death-struggle), but not entirely unlamented. Orwell suggeststhe seriousness of destroyi.1 a working elephant, or a "huge and costlypiece of machinery. " Whatever the interpretation, the problem of sivtdig-the audience the information necessary for understanding the point Is thesame.

In order to follow Orwell's ideas the reader must recognize India asa part of the British Empire, administered by British officials witharbitrary power over the native population; at the date of writing (1936)this was still true. He would also need to know something of the life ofthe people in India- -the customs and degree of sophistication of the natives,and their poverty. Orwell assumes that the reader is familiar with thepolitical system: the arbitrary power of the administrators and the dep-endence of the natives. He also assumes some knowledge of the country;he does not, for example, seem to expect the reader to be surprisedthat elephants should be common in the communities of Burma. Theknowledge he does not assume chiefly concerns the relation between theofficials and the natives. He explains the hate of the Burmese for theirBritish acninstrators, a resentment so fused with deference to the"Sahib" and reliance on his competence that it could be expressed onlyin petty defiance. He also explains the conflicting feelings of the officialswho are, like all tyrants, victims of their image--the instinctive rage ofthe white clan at the native troublemaker, and the secret contempt of a
representative of the Empire for the job he holds and for the principlesunderlying it. (This is not the impression earlier readers gained fromKipling. ) Orwell also needs to fill in details of the behavior of elephants,since the fact is significant that the berserk beast is a tame elephant Buf-fering an attack of "must, " not a wild invader. He supplies the necessaryinformation in two ways. First, he incorporates it into descriptivedetail, as in the account of the prisoners at the beginning of the essay,and the descriptions of the elephant, the actions of the people, and thelong death-agony of the beast. Second, he interpolates "editorial" commentby describing his own responses to what is happening, as when he knowsthat he should not kill the elephant but recognizes that the expectation ofthe crowd is forcing him into action. He inserts a direct comment on theironic position of white tyrant victimized into puppet of the very people hecommands, but he connects it so closely with the event that it seems partof the action. In the first two paragraphs of the essay, he effectively
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creates the' expectaiions he later satisfies: his conflicting feelings aboutthe Empire, the "dirty work" theme, the passing of an Empire "agreet deal better" than the younger empires that would supplant it. Hispoint of view is always clear, and the management of the information iseffective, because the needed facts are given without disturbing the flowof the main idea,

ASSIGNMENT FOR SPEAKING AND WRITING

This assignment is intended to give the student a practical experiencewith the problem of informing the audience, presenting new informationthat builds on the known. Three choices are offered. The first possiblityis a speech for a particular occasion. Students who select this assignmentmay turn to the section on speeches for special occasions in the SpeechManual for suggestions and assistance. The special occasion may be anyevent -real or imagined; but if a real occasion can be selected, it givesthe speaker a decided advantage. Almost every day in the calendar issome sort of anniversary and can be used as the basis for a speech. Ifthis assignment .falls before Columbus Day,. Thanksgiving, or Christmas,these occasions are always possible to use. School events may provide asubject, too.

The second possibility is an oral reading of a poem with comma.The poem may be familiar or unfamiliar to the class; the purpose isgenuinely to Worm the group by presenting new information about thepoem or the poet, or personal insights into the meaning of the lines. Thestudent will need to consider what the class already knows and what canbe added,

The third possibility is a written assignment raodelled on Orwell's
tir,a,, stadia* trZould develop idea that some experience has illnm-inatcd hiom. This problem will be to explain the circumstances withen ne::,n btyckgramd to enable the readers to understand the point. Studentsmay 'be encouraged to experiment with Orwell's method of weaving infor-maim into the essay as part of the thought and action.

sdonnign the Audience in Fiction

The need to inform the reader is not a problem confined to exposition.The writer of imaginative prose must also find ways of acquainting thereader with the context from which the story arises. The writer ofdrama, story, or even poetry must create a world in which the eventstake place, and the reader must be made at home in the world as quicklyas possible; also he must understand events already in motion. Themodern writer uses his time efficiently; dramatists, for example, havelong since abandoned the creaky old device of bringing on the maid andthe butler in the first scene to cue the audience in with wooden discussionof the family and the current trouble that is to form the plot. Withoutbenefit of talkative servants, the modern narrator must still fix events intime and space, suggest the mood and tone of the story, and introduce thecharacters.



The student is directed to the stories and plays he has read in theliterature units to see how writers have managed the exposition. Poe,in "The Masque of the Red Death, " follows the older technique of directlysupplying information, but he uses his first paragraphs effectively andmoves quickly into the events. The first few sentences fbc the time andplace, and by the end of the second paragraph the reader has all theinformation he needs and is aware of the atmosphere of the story.
In "The Lottery, " Shirley Jackson uses a different procedure; thereader does not collect all his information till the end of the story, thoughall the events are clear. He is asking vrAy until the last lines. Arid yet,the author has all along supplied the cues that eventually explain why theevents are happening. In the first paragraph the reader knows that June 27is a significant day for the town, and that lotteries are common in othertowns. In'the next paragraph he discovers that stones are to figure inthe events, and that all the village is involved. Gradually he learns thatthe family units are important, and that the lottery is a long tradition, bynow to some extent mere ritual. The information is given gradually andindirectly, through dialogue and the action of the characters.
Salinger in "To Esmis--with Love and Squalor" does not open thestory with background information, except for a cluar indication that thebride-to-be in England is connected with an important matter aboutwhich the reader is doubtless going to hear. He moves Into backgroundinformation in the third paragraph, after he has established the expectationof a story with some lasting importance to the writer.

Besides giving information necessary for following the plot of a story,the author must Indicate to the reader what kind of world he has entered.As quickly as possible the reader should know whether he is embarkedon a romantic fantasy, a horror tale, a parable, at sunshiny domesticcomedy, a tragedy, a realistic story oi some sorts In "The Chaser, "for example, the reader knows at once that the story is fantasy, from theambiguous setting in the apothecary shop. In Maclpeth the first scene ofthe witches on the wild heath tells the audience that strange forces of evilare abroad before the persons of the play appear.

OPTIONAL WRITING ASSIGNMENT

If time perraitso the student may work out an imaginative assignmentin which he considers the ways of preparing the audience to understand astory or drama. The first suggrztion is write a story for children orfor the student's own are grovi,#0 Pr*Y4e sterit-rt who selects this assignmentshould decide how hest to sagest the zwi: of the story - -fix it in timeand space, introduce the characters, fill in the situation at the point wherethe story begins. He must decide whether to depend on dialogue, openwith explanation as Poe did, open with action and fill in gradually; hischoice will depend on the eVect he wants to create. The second possibilityis to convert a story into a play. If he does this, his problem becomeshow to move the necessary exposition into the dialogue, and where to begin.He will need to create speeches that do not appear in the story; he mayneed to move some of the action into a different oetting, and add scenes
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that are only suggested in the story. If some students select this assign-ment, the play may be read aloud, with members of the class reading theparts. The class should decide how well the exposition is handled inthe new version.

Lesson 3: What Are Audiences Interested In?

Audiences are like everybody else; if they are bored they switchattention to something more interesting, even though they may sit politelyand try to look attentive. An important problem for the student, therefore,is to gauge the interests of the audience as carefullyas he gauges their know-ledge. This lesson is intended to help the student find ways to anticipate theinterests and attitudes of the audience. A starting place- -but not a stoppingplace--is the student's owninterest; if a subject bores him he is not likelytocaptivate readers or listeners with his discussion. His own interest is auseful guide, but he will also needtoconsider what willappeal to the audience.
The age of the listeners and readers naturally affects their interests.Children's interests focus on school affairs, physical activity, games andentertainment; adults are absorbed in work, in family life, in recreationthat falls into a more compact and organized pattern than children's play.Older people have still different interests, Age is rot the only reason fordifferent interests, nor is educational level, though education does accountfor many interests. The kind of work people do, the locality in which theylive, the sports and hobbies they like, their talents, as for art, music,dance, or drama, the extent of their travels and reading an affect theinterests they develop.

In modern We a whole field of research has developed for the probingof interests and attitudes in the general public. Motivational researchexamines even such matters as the colors most people prefer in the gad-gets they frequently use (this research determines the color of the smallhousehold items on the market), and various studies have pointed out theimportance of preserving an image or satisfying the need for securityin many people who considered themselves motivated by entirely differeetpurpose/. Modern studies have chaLenged Aristotle's assumption thatpeople know what they want and are willing to listen if they can be shownthat what a speaker recommends will help them attain their desires.Research projects have demonstrated that people are often confused aboutwhat they want or pulled in more than one direction by conflicting desires.It would scarcely be feasible or useful for students to attempt exhaustiveanalyCs of audience interests, but the fundamental principle is stillsound-audience interest is important for the effective conveying of ideas,and it is at least roughly predictable in most instances.

A We Research Project

As a way of seeing this principle for themselves, the students are
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directed to conduct a simplified research project in current magazinesthat reach the general public. The class may be divided into committees,each committee to investigate interests by one method of inquiry, andreport to the class.

The results of the invEstigations should be presented to the class,and lists compared. Then, if the book Youth; the Years from Ten toSixteen is available, the class can check their fauM1110 against the Itsprovided by authors Gesell, Ilg, and Ames.

A brief discussion next leads the student to consider the appeal ofspecific topics for various audiences. The list of topics provided shouldallow them to use the studios they have made. The decisiods they makemay vary, for no necessarily "right" answer can be given. They willprobably decide that flower arrangements are most likely to interestwomen; gymnastics might interest men, possibly also women an youngpeople. Etc.

The next step, the student is told, is to consider how to build on exist.»ing interest to convey ideas to an audience. A series of examples takenfrom advertisements follow to show the student how advertisers use audienc,interests to sell their products. Each advertisement is directed to adifferent audience (with some possible overlap), and the student is askedto determine the group to which each is addressed.

QUESTIONS TO DISCUSS

1. Some of the examples might appear in more than one kind of magazine,but it is possible to assign them to special types of periodicals:
A. farm journal (concentrated on farm taxes and insurance)
B, motorcycle or speed car magazine (focused on insurance for

cyclists)
C. business journal (addressed to young business men, just marrying;
D. popular journal aimed at young adults (appeal to "action crowd")
E, possibly a travel magazine, certainly a periodical directed toeducated people of some means (mentions art-travel-famous

people ...historic siglrts)

2. Some of the appeals are more effective than others, but probably allexamples have at least some appeal for the audience they are intended toreach.

3. The style varies considerably, It is most, restrained in the businessmen's ad (C), most sprightly in the 7-Up (D), with a close second forevocative language in (E). The sentence structure is most conventional
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in (C); it depends heavily on nouns (security, protection, responsibilities,fulfillment) and verbs (faces, concerned, rovide achieving). The 7-Upad (b depends on sounraretcts (wick fresh and frisky) and
arouses a sense of speed and ga e orTyThraTIEr strips
evocative adjectives and nouns (s rUe actie---irn crowd). It
language to the essentials for sportsmen interested in the facts, quickly.The ad for the French magazine (E) makes good use of sentence fragmentsto suggest delightful reflection, the effect of happy memories. It alsocarries a suggestion of social gain (she's so interesting - -a gadabout atheart). The present tense verbs suggest action: she marches, shares,meets. (Actually, she is only reading.)

4. The student may discover that he distrusts several of the ads. Thebusiness man's reminder that he may need insurance and a will is mostdefensible, and it takes pains to invite the young man to consult with hisattorney, which indicates a wish to deal straighforwardly. The motorcyclead (B) possibly suggests an easier supplying of protection than furtherpursuit of the insurance plans would bear out. A sentence from the ad notincluded in the Student Version reads "Immediate coverage for acceptableapplicants "; the qualification suggested in acceptable might nullify muchof the promise of the other statements. The - p ad is exaggerated butinnocuous-- nobody really believes that 7-Up insures speed and gaiety;the words seek only to set up pleasant associations. The farm ad isperhaps more seriously deceptive. It seems to offer a way around taxesand debtsthat ought to be honored; even if the benefits could be delivered(doubtful), whether they should be is certainly questionable. The ad aboutthe interesting gadabout Margaret is also deceptive. It relies on snobappeal and name-dropping, with a strong suggestion in the verbs thatencourages potential Margarets to mistake the Imitation for the original.Taken as a sort of metaphor, the ad is not so bad, but seems to over-valueveneer. The language in each instance produces the deception (how yourfamily can inherit your whole farm; she meets many of the other inter -eating people of the woria-s-iiiid so on). Fortunately readers are usuallya little suspicious of advertisements that flatter the consumer and promiselavish rewards with little cost or effort.

EXERCISES

Exercise A: Become an Amateur Ad-Man

In this exercise the student first rewrites one of the ads for a differentaudience. He should find that he needs to adjust the language. Then (2)he is asked to bring in an advertisement and explain its effectiveness tothe class. If other members of the group do not agree, the discussionmay lead to generalizations about the points that are appealing to teenagersand to adults. Some students may have checked their findings by askingtheir parents whether the ad is effective. In part 3, the student writes anad, assuming it will appear in a teen-age magazine, then writes it fora different publication. The real point is to see what changes in materialand language have been necessary.
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Exercise B. Become an Ad-Analyst

1. The answers here can only by speculative, bit several hypothesesmight be advanced. Perhaps air travel must be associated with pleasantthoughts, not with the problems of the world that make news. Reportsof accidents and bad weather may be especially unsuccessful in stimulatingthe travel urge in prospective customers. News reports and drugs, onthe other hand, may have a special affinityperhaps one needs aspirin ortranquilizers after a news broadcast.

2. The student is asked to decide what these findir,3s show about appealsto hoysewives. Possibly the apple-a-day theory has become so tired acliche that housewives reject it, or perhaps they so take the point forgranted that its repetition irritates. Suggesting varied uses for apples,perhaps, pleases them by suggesting the creativity of the housewife role.

How Can You Use These Principles?
A brief review of the importance of the occasion to the selection oftopic and materials for a speech is followed by an assignment. This isa speech to be made for a special occasion, and it may be worked outither for oral or written presentation. Students who did not preparethe last speech assignment may present their speeches for an occasion .here, or this assignment might be combined with the following one,which is the eulogy, a specific type of speech for an occasion. Again,students may refer to the Speech Manual for assistance; both the outlineand the rhetorical plan are explained.
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Student Version

INTRODUCTION

(For text, see "Peanuts" cartoon released by United Feature Syndicate,New York, September 14, 19650

You may not have had the problem of writing stupid themes aboutstupid summer vacations, but most students have problems of somekind when they begin to write. Some high school juniors have mentionedthese things as bothering them most about writing:

You have to sit still for so long.

When I am writing, I always seem to be confused abouthow to start without being boring and plain.
It's just getting started on the subject, or thinking of asubject.

Despite Charlie Brown's wail, thinking of something to say, findingideas, getting started on the subject, may in fact have been easier in thelower grades when you wrote about your own experiences than in the ninthand tenth grades when you had to grapple with new ideas. You may alreadyhave observed that it is difficult to work up enthusiasm to write when youfeel uncertain or lukewarm about the topic. But, you may complain, some-one always wants youto write about, or talk about, or argue for, or argueagainst something that fails to excite you-Iwater conservation, or theathletic training program at school, or the ending of Huckleberry Finn,You may have asked, and more than once, "How can I get excited about aschool assignment?"
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To work your way up to excitement about anything, you must firstnotice and consider it, somewhat like noticing and considering, for
example, someone of the opposite sex. You may be enthusiastic
about Al Hirt's jazz trumpet or Wagnerian opera or Beethoven's
Ninth Symphony because one day your parents switched on the car
radio, and you listened long enough to decide that you liked the
music. Or perhaps a friend raved about it and you decided to
investigate for yourself.

By the same process, some new discovery about the water
crisis, or athletics, or Twain's solution to Huck's future may
suddenly call forth a fresh response from you. You may find
yourself excited and violently partial about converting salt water
to fresh, about establishing a Statewide High School Olympics,
about the aptness of Huck's striking out for the territory. But
before you can reach a point of interest about one of these subjects
or any other, you must first notice and consider it.

Once you have noticed and considered a subject long enough to
have developed an opinion about it, sharing or defending your
judgment can become a pleasure, at times a necessity. Later in
this course, as you present and argue your opinion, you can pin-
point your speech and writing problems and seek solutions for them.Now, though, because coming up with an opinion is in some ways the
most difficult part of beginning to write, this unit will help you followthe steps toward developing an opinion, then toward supporting and
presenting it.
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Lesson 1

Notfcing and Considering

How concerned would you be if you read that compulsoryschool attendance had just been abolished in Uzbekistan, andthat young people twelve and over did not have to attend schoolthere? On the other hand, what would your reaction be if youread that beginning next fall, here in your own state, youngpeople twelve and older would no longer be compelled to attendschool? What sort of problems or possibilities would come toyour mind?

It may seem obvious that you react to, or become excitedabout, what concerns you directly, and that remoter mattersleave you unconcerned. But what happens when you enter thegray area in between the direct and the remote? Would you bemore or less concerned if you heard that compulsory schoolattendance was being abolished in Quebec? in British Columbia?in New York? in Alabama? in California? in Idaho? Often, insuch gray areas you have the most difficulty deciding whether youare or ought to be concerned. After all, things are not alwayablack and white. UnfortunattAypiany of the important questions oflife are in the gray areas. So if you are ever to arrive at anopinion about anything but the most obvious matters, you needto sharpen your ability to function in the gray areas. Try beginningwith a subject. How interested could you get
in arsenic found in well water sixty miles from your house?in chlorinated water flowing through your city pipes?in fluoridated water that might come into your faucets?
in the growth of hydras?
in the collecting habits of squirrels?in the marriage customs of ancient peoples?
in corruption in government?
in leisure time?
in taxes?

Undoubtedly the question, "How interested could you get?" istoo general. What other kinds of questions could you ask abouthydras or leisure time or water? (Is arsenic in water sixty milosaway a potential danger to our water? Is the hydra a plant? Shouldeveryone have to pay taxes?) If these seem strange questions tospark an interest, consider what happened when a man did askhimself one of them. In 1740 Abraham Trembley wondered aboutthe hydra, a microscopic creature found in ditches and stagnantponds:
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Trembley was only an amateur naturalist, and it was sheercuriosity which first caused him to look at the tiny creaturemore closely. Uncertain whether Hydra was an animal or aplant, it occurred to him to cut it in two and see if thehalves would live; if they did, the natural conclusion wouldbe that Hydra is a plant. However, though he found the partsdid grow, he also found that they devoured live water fleas,so that he was no wiser thatl before. It was only afterfurther studies, lasting for more than three years, that hefinally concluded that ':.hydra was, in fact, an animal.
Perhaps the habits of people interest you more than the habitsof Hydra. Speculating that the first people had come to the Poly-nesian Islands on rafts from Peru, Thor Heyerdahl fashioned areplica of an ancient Peruvian fishing raft and, with a Spanish-speaking parrot and six young Scandinavians, set out to L Ade theocean currents to the islands. Heyerdahl successfully completedthe four-thousand mile trip, and recounted his adventures inKon -Tiki: Across the Pacific

Being curious is an art. It goes beyond raising the kind ofsimple questions that could be run through a computer andanswered yes or no. What would have happened if Trembly hadcontented himself with a computer response: Shall I cut the hydrain half? yes or no? Because he went on to the more importantquestion: What will happen if I cut the hydra in half? he was ableto set out on a fascinating study that led him to a satisfying con-clusion. Similarly, if Heyerdahl had been satisfied with superficialanswers to the question of the ancestry of the Polynesians, hewould never have set sail on a triumphant voyage.
EXERCISE

1. Go back over last week's newspapers; clip an article that youwould normally tend to skip by. See what questions you canthink of about it.
2. Think back over a TV or radio program you tuned in on byaccident and became interested in. Can you think of anyquestions you did not consider at the time?
3. Why do we call areas of questionable concern "gray"? Whatsort of figure of speech is this?
Becoming a Walking Question Mark

In writing and speaking assignments you are often allowed achoice of topics. But more often, especially as you go on inschool or as you begin to fulfill job or community responsibilities,you will be directed to a specific subject. Suppose that you were
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asked to write or speak about the possfbility of life in outer space. Whatcould you say abotit it? If you answer is a cold "nothing, " undoubtedly thequestion "What could you say about it? " is too general. All right, then.What kinds of questions could you ask about life in outer space that wouldbe interesting to try to answer? Jot down two or three.

Perhaps the experience of others who raised questions about thissubject might help you find your way into the unknown. Harlow Shapley,director of the Harvard Observatory from 1921-52, and past president ofthe American Association for the Advancement of Science, considered theadjustments man must make to life beyond earth. Read the selection byShapliy that follows and see if your questions come close to those theauthor posech

(For text, see "Man's Fourth Adjustment" by Harlow Shapley from"The American Scholar" (Autumn, 1956); pp. 453-4570

I. VOCABULARY

1. a) Make a list of unfamiliar words in tie selection. Using yourdictionary, define them in the context the writer has used.
b) "Adjustments" is a word with many meanings, of which Shapleyuses one. Are there other familiar words he uses in less-than-common ways?

II. QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION,

1. What does Shapley think about the possibility of life on other planets?On what is his opinion based?

2. What kind of reasoning does he use to set forth his opinion (cause andeffect, analogy, induction or deduction)? What evidence does heoffer? What are his conclusions ?
3. Why does he call changes in mants beliefs about the universe "adjust-ments"?

Now that we are able to send rockets into space, some few men haveactually seer. what outer space is like. In the following selection, John Dille:for Life Ma tine is introducting a book by and about the first AmericanAstronauts, We even. What material could he have included in the intro-duction? List six topics he could have talked about. Before you begin toread, think about the problem of the writer faced with the job of introducinga book by the seven Astronauts. Dille could have included masses ofmaterial. As you read this, see if you can figure out how Dille organizedhis material:

(For text, see We Seven,by M. Scott Carpenter and others. New York,Simon, and Schuster, 962; pp. 3-25.)
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QUESTIONSSTIRDISCUSSION
1. What does Dine think is "one of the most fascinating aspects ofProject Mercury?" Why?

2, On page 10, Dille says that "The major common denominator,of course, was that all seven men were experienced flyers, "Why does Dille stress the differences instead of the similaritiesamong the Astronauts ?

3. How did Dille arrange his material? That is what guiditzgor organizing principle did he use to present his introduction?What does he do besides just describing the men?
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4. If Dille had been writing for an audience of scientists, howmight he have described the men? for an audience of 12-year old boys?

From Qinftte inion.

Finding your way to an opinion about a new subject, or re-arranging old opinions always takes adjusting. Initially youquestion something you have never before considered, and yourmind must Bide-step its usual piths or strike out on new ones. Inthe process you may become lost or confused in a tangle of promblems you never realised eacistedo One solution can lead to anotherproblem and that problem in turn may have side issues that leadfurther to more complex problems, and suddenly a myriad of newquestions present themselves to you.

(What, for example, would your attitude be if your schooldecided to stop serving lunches ? What problems wouldarise? How might the solution of these problems lead tostill other problems?)

Now, your aim is to arrive at an opinion, and a question, afterall, is not an opinion. But it may lead to an answer that is anopinion. As you work your way from question to opinion, you mayfind it helpful to ponder more than one question. Using the pre-vious selections, you might try to follow the author's thinking andperhaps go beyond it by asking questions like these:

On Shoals!

1. a. What conditions caused life to
emerge on earth?

by Might these conditions come about
in outer space?

c, Are the conditions for
creating life on earth
unchanging?

2. a. As man studied the universe
what adjustments in his thinking
cild he have to make?

b. Why were they so difficult to
make?

c. What other questions
can you think of based
on your answers to
"a" and "b"?
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On Dille

36 a, What requirements did NASA
establish for prospective As-
tronauts?

b. Because all seven Astronauts
met the same requirements, were
they alike in all ways?

ce Were their differences
more impressive than
their similarities ?4. a. What were the distinctive

and unique characteristics
of the Astronauts?

b. How did these characteristics
aid the NASA program?

c. Once again, what other
questions can your an-
swers to "a" and "b"
provoke?

You may have noticed that in these selections Shapley asked"Could it be otherwise ?" with life on other olanets, because hebelieves, as he de'ddes in the next to last et.ragraph, that it couldnot.

Dille arouses the curiosity of the reader by asidng, "Whatkind of man could manage to be part pilot, part engineer, partexplorer, part scientist, part guinea. pigand part heroand doequal justice to each of the diverse and demanding roles that wasbeing thrust upon him? " The reader goes on because he expectsthat the question will be answered.

Though a question is not an opinion, how many of the answersto the questions you raised would be opinions?

EXERCISES

1, What idnds of questions could you ask about some of these
subjects:

the 30 hour week space travel smokingthe latest movie film censorship the 18-year-old vote
2. Write a one-sentence opinion on "Something I've never con-sidered seriously before," (Note: Please do consider itbefore you write the opinion.
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To Sum Up

To arrive at an opinion, then:

1. Ask questions about your subject;
2. decide which answer or answers seem most sensible to

you;
3, state your opinion as concisely as possible.

Now, perhaps, you can pat these principles to use.

ASSIGNMENT FOR SPEAKING: Making Reports

You have seen that for dealing with any topic, you probablyneed to move from the assigned subject to raising and answeringquestions about it. One of the most frequent assignments you arelikely to have, in and out of school, is to present information toan audience in a report of some kind. Life is full of reports, and
you may cherish the private suspicion that many of them would
make good substitutes for sleeping tablets, Reports don't haveto be dull; it all depends on the kinds of questions you raise and
answer about the material to be presented. The questions youask yourself in preparing a report can lead you to useful and not
necessarily uninteresting opinions that you may support with the
evidence you have found. This assignment should help you with
the problems of finding and presenting information that shouldattract your listeners and seem profitable to them.

Your teacher may assign different types of reports to several
members of the class and ask all members to make suggestionsand comments when you have heard the reports. For specific
suggestions abut planning, presenting, and evaluating the
speeches, you should refer to the section in your Speech Manualon "Making Reports,"

Here are some possible assignments:

1, a report on en author whose work you are studying in
literature

2, a report on a special interest or hobby
3. a report on an important event--past, present, or

ititure
4. a report on an interesting or useful object that you can

display and explain to the class
5, a report on school activities for your own class or for

other groups
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Lesson 2

Developing Your Opinion

Have you ever heard someone rave about a film that youthought was dreadful? If, face to face, each of you stated his re-action to the picture, did you ever object, "Yes, but that's justyour opinion''?

Often it is not "just his opinion" that you object to, but anopinion that seems to you unsupportable. For example, which ofthe follow4.ng 'statements seem supportable and which do not?
1, No one has yet seen the other half of the moon.2. Man will reach the moon soon.
3. Man will reach the moon soon if most of the money

appropriated for space explorations is spent on the moonproject.
4. Reaching the moon wieil create more problems about spacetravel than it will solve.
5. No one ha3 direct evidence that life exists on other galaxies.6. II.

we can no longer doubt but that whenever the physics,
chemistry and climates are right on a planet's surface,
life will emerge and persist."

7. I hate cheese.
8. One-third of the world's children suffer from malnutrition.9, No one should go hungry.

10. }lets nothing but an old windbag.
11. AU movies with happy endings are bad.
12. All movies with unhappy endings are bad.
13. I would rather see a movie on TV than in a regular theater.14. Interruptions for TV commercials destroy the mood of

many serious films,

/EXERCISE

1, Identify the sentences that can be answered "True" or "False."2. Which sentences state purely personal preference or taste?

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. Can you think of any features that the remaining sentences
share?

2. Which sentences would be easiest to prove?
3. Which would be the easiest to write a two-page compositionabout?

The word opinion often carries the connotation "purely
personal" or "whim" or "prejudice." At this point, then, it 'might
be.e a Eii4T to distinguish between opinions that are purelypersonal ( I like spring better than fall, " or "I hate cheese")and those that can be supported by something other than yourpurely personal, or subjective, reaction (The 1/.8 space program



should not concentrate on reaching the moon but on more generalspace exploration, " or "Great Decti ono is a better book thanDavid Copperfielde "
M.MoirOrtcomposing

you will do this yearand written- r43]1 be built on this second kind ofopinion: those ideas that you believe end can also support im-personally or objectively.

The first criterion, then, for an opinion that is to be used asa basis for a theme must be, can it be supported or developed?The next problem,of course, 6-1Thow~r"

Just the facts, ma'am!

Here is a chart of the caloric content of some foods:
one carrot 25
one piece of chocolate candy: 110
a three-inch piece of pizza: 300
one serving of broccoli: 25
one glass of buttermiliQ 85
a strawberry malt: 400a cup of unsweetened tea: 00a patty melt: 625one orange: 75six french fries: 100

Using this chart, decide which of the following statements youcould support:

1. Sweets have more calories than fruits and vegetables.2. Exercise can use up fat that the body.has stored.3. Dieting takes super-human efforts because all thetempting foods are chockfull of calories.4. The eating habits of teenagers reflect their always-
present, always-huge need for energy, but theseteenage habits can lead to overweight adults.

Which statements might serve as the central idea or thesis for anessay? Choose the one you would find easiest to develop.

Which of the next group of sentences could you also use (eitheras it is written or in a more detailed formYto..attppoirtthelthektsyou chose in the above list?

1. Teenage girls rely heavily on salads, desserts, and
snacks for their main noontime meal.2. Thirty-nine per cent of the sixteen-year-old girls inOregon and twenty-nine per cent of the boys thalaan;se. ageare overweight.

3. Exercise can use up fat that the body has stored.4. Drive-ins just do not sell anything that is not fattening.'-except coffee and toe.
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5. Long afternoons spent in student activities mean hungerpain and snacks before dinner.6. Heart disease has become a number-one threat to thenations', health,
7, Eskimos have less heart disease than do Californians.8. Foods low in calories are often high in prices.
Once again, a problem in terminology pops up. It may betrue (A) that forty-three per cent of the students in your schoolstop off at the nearest drive -in every afternoon for a hamburgerand coke. A simple head-count could prove or disprove thefigate. It may also be true (B) that the stop at the drive-in isleading to harmful dietary habits, but proving this second state-ment would not be so simple. The statement could, in fact, beused as a thesis,

What standard, then, can you set up to distinguish betweensentences like A and those like B?

(From now on hi these lessons, sentences like A will be called"facts"; those like B will be called "opinions" or "judgments.")

EXERCISES

Exercise 1

Though a factual statement is not an opinion, an opinion canbe supported with facts. Separate the facts from Opinions in thefollowing list:

The price of a movie ticket is $1. 25,The movie being shown is Lord of the ___11Flies. The film version of Lord of the nt fa is YOB impressivethan the book version.
4. The distance between Portland and Seattle is 177 miles.Two hundred miles of freeway driving is more tiringthan two hundred miles of mountain travel.The Olympic National Forest gets more rain than anyother spot in the Continental United States.The Olympic National Forest owes its charm to theamount of rain it receives.

The major powers in World War II were all workingfrantically to be first to develop the atom bomb.. The use of the atom bomb in World War II shortenedthe war.
The use of the atom bomb in World War II was a tragicbut necessary act.

Exercise 2

1. Your class may now be divided into two groups. One groupshould list facts about your high school; the other should
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compose sentences stating opinions or judgments about theschool. Then compare the lists to see which facts might beused to support each of the opinion statements.
2. List two or three facts in support of the opinions you statedbat week in Lesson 1.

NMENT FOR WRITING

Select one of the opinion statements formulated by the groupand write a paragraph in which you support it. Use facts
suggested by the first group, and add any others you think of.Include examples whenever you can.

You may U you wish write your paragraph in support of the
opinion you stated in Lesson I.

Lesson

Assumptions and Opinions

You may remember, from your study of reasoning last year,that people base decisions on assumptions. When you selectedthe Most Useful Citizen in the community you made your choices
because of your assumptions about what services are mostimportant. In the paragraphs you wrote in the last lesson you
expressed opinions based on your assumptions about what a
school should be like. Assumptions lie behind every opinion youhold and every decision you make, even in such relatively
Gimp* decisions as what color of clothes you buy. If you select
a greal sweater instead of a purple because it goes better withthe outfits you already own, you work from the assumption thatharmonizing colors are more attractive than colors that clash.

You know, too, that some assumptions are more widely heldthan others. For example, which of these assumptions do youthink is accepted by more people in the world:

Some kind of government is necessary to any society.
Monarchy is the best form of government.
Democracy is the best form of government.
Totalitarian dictatorship is the best form of government.

How does the assumption people accept about government
in a country affect the decisions they make for their own
country?

In the following speech delivered over the radio, a famouswriter and speaker explores the problem of assumptions and
their influence on action:
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(For text. see " 'he LAW of Rigit or Wrong" by C. S. Lewis from Ma
bfacmiti Co., New York; 19520

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSIOti

1. Lewis presented these ideas in a radio speech. Can you tellfrom readihg it that it was intaidedto be heard by an audienceand not read? Now can you tell? What would be probably havedone differently if he had intended this talk for a reading
audience? These points may help you:

Can you tell from the organization of the material?Are the transitions different from the transitions he mighthave used if this were an essay to be read?
How is the language suited to a listening audience? Old

sentences you think he might have worded differently inan essay.
What does he do to make the listeners feel that he has the

same concerns they have?
2. What is the central idea in Lewis's speech?
3. What kind of support does he offer for his main points?
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4, In your study last year, you learned about reasoning patterns.If you set up a principle-intstance pattern in the examples Lewisgives, you might find something like this:

People ought to keep their promises.
You promised to do this.
Therefore you are wrong not to do it. (or, You ought to do it.)

In an argument, where does the difference arise, accordingto Lewis--in the first premise (the principle) or in the second
premise (the instance) ? Is the argument that the principle iswrong or that this is not a true instance in which the principle
should apply? Which preIrtie is most open to argument?

5. Lewis is talking about assumptions that are wiaeiy or universally
accepted. Are they assumptions people might have different
opinions about? If not, why does he spend time discussing
them? Is he reminding people of ideas they may not realizethey accept, or is he presenting entirely new ideas ? Is he

any assumptions he does not talk about or support? For
mexaamkinpie, does his point rest on any of the following assumptions:

People are capable of thinking (as trees, rocks, fish, and
animals are not).

People are interested in their ideas.
People frequently quarrel,.
Nobody wants to be preached at.
Right and wrong are different.
People respond to each other's actions,
People make judgments about each other.

Why' doein't he elabOiate.aild irairiOrt iheei elissuniptioiiii '
1 a I A g I i e Arguable,

Recognizing assumptions is relatively easy, and you can alsousually tell, if you think about it, how widely an assumption islikely to be accepted. The problem arises when you try to buildan essay or a speech on a belief that is commonly accepted. Of
course, if you expect an audience to agree with you when yarbave
explained your reasons for what you believe, your point =lust rest
on assumptions you both hold. But U the audience already be-
lieves something, what else can you say about it?

If your topic 1/3 "war, " and your opinion "war is bad," then
you are still plagued with the problem, "How can I develop that
opinion? " Part of the solution lies in your choice of topic. As
you work through the exercises that follow, try to find some guidesfor choosing opinions which can be most easily and fully developed.
EXERCISES

Exercise 1:

Which of the following would be generally held assumptions,
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and which would be arguable? C. S. Lewis says that some
assumptions are universally accepted. This exercise does not ask
you to go that far. Just indicate which are generally or widely
accepted:

a, Murder is wrong.
b. Stealing is wrong.
c. Convicted murders should receive the death penalty.
d. AU high school graduates should know how to write well.
e. The best way to win freedom is to revolt.
f. Freedom is better than tyranny.
g Cigarettes can cause lung cancer.
h. Young people should not smoke.
i. Good health should be the goal of all young people.
j. Work promotes character.

1. Could the sentences which would provoke an argument bestowed
as a thesis (central idea for a paper)? Could their opposites
be used (e. g. "Convicted murderers should not receive the
death penalty ) ?

2, Can you determine what premises underlie the arguable state-
ments? (The premises for c might be "murder is wrong;
people who murder should be punish.* punishing murderers
protects society.")

8. What Bind of proof (=ample, incident, deductive reasoning,
cause-effect reasoning, for meampls) could you offer in support
of the statements that can be argued?

4, Look now at the remaining sentences, Could ni reasonably
argue their opposite? Are they generally iocsptad opinions ?

5. Try to picturf. yourself attenptirag to =plain to school or
community organisation ON murder is bad. Could you do it
without sounding pompotia ? If so, how?

If most people already believe what you want to tell them, what
remains for you to say? True, people rich in experience can say
something uniotle about the most common, most generally accepted
statement. rout what they say is just thaw-unique: the approach
they take t.) the old subject allows for a new development. If you
want to try writing about generally held assumptions, then, be sure
to lea-.e yourself somewhere to go. For most inexperienced writers,
trying to build an essay or a speech on a widely accepted belief
%ads to a dead end.

eraise

Some generally accepted opinions come to the brink of being
facts. In the next group of sentences, work out:

1, why they are close to being factual statementsis it their
meaning, their degree of acceptance, or their wording?



2. how you could convert them to workable thesis statements.You will of course, have 1." change the original wording,sometimes the meaning. Will you need to make them morespecific?

Here are the statements:

a. Poetry is sometimes hard to understand,
b. War causes hardship.
c. Some books are fun to read.
d. Hard work pays off.
e. A good athletic program is important for all students.
f. Good physical education is important for all students.
g. Science has made many advances.

Once again, though an experienced writer can begin anywhere,
even from the most obvious statement, he can rely on his living and

experience to take him into original territory. Your attemptto bwritrjn with a stain statement, however, may lead only to frustra-tion.

arinstett
Now if all opinions could be divided neatly into two categories*--accepted and not- accepted --the job of finding a workable thesis

would be simplified. But nothing about good writing, except perhapsthat you start each sentence with a capital letter, is simple. Wouldyou sag that these next statements are accepted, not-accepted, or
isetwessi?

a. People should be free to travel whenever they want to and
can afford to.

b. The schools are teaching worthless material.
c. All men are created equal.
d. We should try to promote brotherhood.
e. Federal standards for education should be established.f. Federal aid for local education can solve more problems

than it would create.
g. To prevent cheating is the responsibility of the student, not

the teacher.

1. For _floc can you think of places or groups where opinion wouldbe all one way or another? If you were writing a paper or pre
paring a speech, for what audience might you choose All menare created equal" as a thesis? For what audience might it be
a pompous choice?

2. If your local PTA were discussing "Federal aid to education, "
and you were asked to speak to them on the topic, what prior
knowledge about the group would be helpful to you in planning
your speech?
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Facts and assumptions, then, are related in these ways toopinions that can be stated as theses or organizing principlaa foryour compositions:

. an opinion is not a fact, but facts can support opinions;an opinion is not an assumption, but certain assumptions
underlie the opinions we discuss.

When you develop a topic or a subject, then:

decide what your opinion is about it; don't forget to ask your-self questions about the subject;
check to see whether you have a genuine opinion, not

a fact, or
- a generally accepted assumption;

find out possible audience reaction to your opinion before youplan your presentation.

ASSIGNMENT FOR WRITING

In consultation with your teacher, choose one of the followingassignments:

1. Speaking to a general audience, C.S. Lewis uses general terms
like "Right" and "Wrong. " (paragraph 6) Make the termsspecific in this way: discuss the right and wrong of cheatingby presenting your opinion about one of these sentences:

a. Even the students who cheat know that cheating is wrong.b. The only reason that students hesitate to cheat is that
they are afraid of being caught.

c. Even if no one in authority were present, most students
would refrain from cheating.

d. Preventing cheating is the responsibility of the student.
Some of the papers may be presented to the class. Write,therefore, as if you were addressing your fellow students; use
examples and illustrations they will be familiar with.

(As an alternative to this assignment, a group of students may
prepare a symposium discussion on the honor system. )

2. If you are familiar enough with different civilizations and ages,
present evidence in opposition to (or support of) Lewis's state-
ment that different civilizations and different ages "have only
slightly different moralities."

3. Characterize one of the following characters from fiction,
using as your central idea, " had in mind
some kind of Law or Rule of ? In0-3a-y-71R-a-vdecent behaviouror morality , . .": Huck Finn. Odysseus, Mark Antony.
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4. Assume that you must define "fair" for a foreign student whoknows the language but has difficulty grasping the abstractterm. Define the word by describing an incident that wasresolved fairly or unfairly.

5. Can you see any levels of right and wrong wthat is, (a) couldan action be right in one given situation but wrong in another?
Or g.:. (b) could moral law ever contradict legal law? Explainyour position for either (a) or (b).

Preparing ur paper

Good writers design their work in much the same wayarchitects design buildings. A good architect fits the structure tothe needs of those who will be using it. A good writer suits thestructure or design or pattern of his writing to the idea he wantsto express. In your rhetoric course, you have studied variousmethods of organizing an essay: generalization and support, com-parison and contrast, cause and effect, examples, definition.Before you begin to write, decide which of the organizing methodswould best fit each assignment. Your answer may help you choosethe topic you prefer to develop. Think through carefully the patternthat will best fit the assignment you choose.

Lesson 4

Your Honest Opinion

Say what you have to say, not what you ought. Any truthis better than make-believe. Tom Hyde, the tinker, stand-ing on the gallows, was asked if he had anything to say."Tell the tailors," said he, ecto remember to make a knotin their thread before they take the first stitch." Hiscompanion's prayer is forgotten.
from Walden, Thoreau::

Most people assume with Thoreau that "any .truth is betterthan make-believe," but trying to act in accord with that assumptioncan present difficulties. Whether you are preparing a classassignment, or writing an advertisement, or cancelling one date infavor of another, the temptation to be less than totally honest maybe something of a threat. Giving in to the temptation leads to allsorts of rationalizing about behavior. As C. S. Lewis put it,
The truth is, we believe in decency so much-we feel theRule or Law pressing on us so -we try to shift the re-sponsibility. For you notice that it's only for our badbehavior that we find all these explanations. We put ourbad temper down to being tired or worried or hungry; weput our good behavior down to ourselves.
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People assume, of course, that everyone "believes indecency," that people recognize that one's work aornebow ought tobe one's own. If you claim that you have stripped down your owncar or sewed your own dress, it is because you have really doneaonot because you are trying to pass off someone else's pro-duct as your own,

But often in writing--especially in writing the more difficultschool assignments--the distinction between truth and make-believe,between 'Attar yourself and preterndfitz becomes- so- fitzarthatyou can-not recognize or perceive it. You may think it unnecessary todefend your work as your own because you believe that it isgenuinely yours. Since recognizing the line between honesty andpretense is diffidult, or both teacher and student, it may help youto mull over these examples:

Suppose you came across these statements in student themes.Why might they appear to be pretentious ?

L The Old Man and the Sea is Hemingway's best book.2. Though the ReconstrumWon era In American History is
complex, it is obvious to anyone who studied that periodthat without the carpetbagger, post -war adjuement wouldhave been simple.

3. Mark Twain's intention was not to ridicule society butsimply to tell a boy's adventure story in Huckleberry Finn,4. Not since the discovery of electricity has an invention
shown as much promise as this one.

The students who wrote these sentences were not intentionallydishonest, But in all instances they pretended to know somethingthey didn't. Consider these questions, for example, on 1 and 3:
INIitat does the word best mean? Unless a student has read all,yes, p.41 of Hemingway's-Ea-is, can he legitimately claim that anyone is Hemingway's best? Is there any way the student couldpraise The Old Man and the Sea and still remain within the limits ofhis own knoirediFf How does a student know what Mark Twain'sintention was? Did Twain tell him?

How would you suggest that the other sentences be changed tofit the writer's knowledge and experience?

EXERCISE

1, Reword rae of the sentences above to state a thesis you think astudent might support with the knowledge 'ae has?

2. Look over your last three papers (in other subjects as well
as English); do you find any examples of hidden pretense? Ifso, restate one or two so that they are. within the limits ofyour knowledge.
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A Stitch in Time

Sometimes careful consideration before you begin to write cansteer you away from subtle and unintentional dishonesty. First, acarefully worked out thesis can stifle the temptation to makegrhadiose (and unsupportable) statements. Then, making clear...whoyour reading or listening audience is can relieve you of the burdento pretend something that you do not believe. Here are somesuggestions:

If you are asked to write about The Old Man and the §e& andthe choice of thesis is left to you acv C1 statements liS""This is the best of Hemingway's books, " or"The Old Man and the Sea illustrates the ever-present struggleof man against daluile,"
By their very nature these thesis statements require you to provemore than you can or really want to. The first forces you to con-eider all of Hemingway's books; the second suggests to your readerthat you will make substantial statements about "the ever-presentstruggle of man against nature."

Instead, consider thesis statements like these:
"The simplicity of the narrative fits the characters andtheme of the book." or
"Hemingway's descriptive skill in the book is apparent ineach section, and contributes overwhelmingly to thereader's enjoyment*" or
"In the old man's battle with the sea, the reader catchesglimpses of man's struggle with nature."

Even when you are given more general subjects to write about,always try to limit yourbelf to what you can adequately handle.Don't trap yourself in a subject that "erces you to feign knowledgeor belief you don't honestly have. What counts to your audience--even, perhaps especially, when that audience is the teacherisur contribution: the ideas that have come through the filter ofyour thinking.

And Nothing But the Truth

Another stickler is how to disagree with the teacher. Supposethat you have read a book that has long been a favorite of yourinsUuctor, but unfortunately you found it dull. Now you must writea review of the book. Should you tell the truth or try to flatterthe teacher?

Looking at the problem objective17, you might realize that youwould have hiller, more forceful, more carefUl arguments inyour paper if you wrfte what you really think. For you must knowthe reasons why yQu thought the book dull, but you would have toinvent reasons to claim that it was exciting. But--still looking at
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the problem objectively--you also know that under the best sircumstances it is difficult to displease authority.

What can you do?

Would you feel that you were in a better position to disagreeif you first consider carefully why the teacher--or anyone else--might find the book exciting? In presenting your own opinion,would you make a better case if you concede this possibility first,and then describe your own reaction? Or suppose that you are togive the review orally. Could you point out why, to Jack in thethird row or to Jill in the fifth, the plot would seem slow-moving?why to Polly the characters would seem lifeless? why .6o the wholeclass the vocabulary would be insurmountalile? You would no longerjust be telling the teacher what you think she does or does not wantto hear; you would be directing your remarks about something toa partiar person or group. Even in writing, you can try tomake clear to whom you are talking.

Sometimes you will find yourself with a majority opinion, sometimes with a minority; once in a while you may even be totallyalong. But in all instances, you will be more likely to be effective
ifyou "say what you have to say and not what you ought." You cany to be as clear, taothil, graceful as possible. But what you saymust be yourswa"any truth is better than make-believe."

Once you have expressed or even formed an opinion, do youhave an obligation always to keqp it unchanged? Is changing yourmind inconsistent, therefore necessarily wrong? In "Self Reliance"Emerson wrote:

A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds, adoredby little statesmen and philosophers and divbies. With con-sistency a great soul. has simply nothing to do. He ma./ aswell concern himself with lids shadow on the wall. Speak
what you think now in hard words, and tomorrow speak what
tomorrow thinks in hard words again, though it contradict
everytidng you said :today. "Ah, so you shall be sure to bemisunderstood?" Is it so bad, then, to be misunderstood?Pythagoras was misunderstood, and Socrates, and Jesus,and Luther, and Copernicus, and Galileo, and Newton, andevery pure and wise spirit that ever took flesh To be greatis to be misunderstood,

What experiences can make you change your mind? Have youeyelid; considered and then reconsidered a government policy- -on the war in Viet Nam or the space program or desegregation?Why mild it be a good idea to reconsider such policies fromtime to time? What kinds of evidence should you have beforechanging your mind?

Sometimes, even in the course of trying to prove a thesis,you can discover evidence that leads you to a modification of or
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even an about face from your original premise. What to do?Modify or turn around. Be consistent by continuing to question theworld around you, to question even yourself; be inconsistent bychanging your opinion when the situation or the evidence warrant it.
A Difference of Oa loo

If you have careNlly considered a question and arrived at anhonest opinion then find that you disagree with some or most of yourfriends, must you assume that you are probably wrong? Willhonesty in thinking about a subject always lead people to the sameopinion?

Here are two essays, about man's ind1-7i,duality in our complexculture, one by Joyce Cary, one by Ad lat. Sievenson. As you readthem, see whether you find differences of opinion. Try to locate thethesis upon which each is based.

(For text, see "The Mass Mind;' by Joyce Carey from Modern Essays;ed. John Gerber; Scott. Foresman, New York, 1957.)

(For text, see "Faith, Knowledge, and Piece" by Adlai Stevenson fromWhat I Think; ed. R. Keith Kane; Harper and Bros., New York, 1956.)
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QUESTIONS MR pISC ION

What attitude about mants indivaktality does each writer ex.'press?
2. State each thesis inzone sentence. Try to find an actual *en»tence in each essay which seems to state the author's thesis.Does the thesis of each article extend beyond the autho,= 43attitude about individualism?
3. What connection does Cary make between siMNBil mind" andeducation?

4. How does Stevenson treat education and the mass mind?
5. What points of agreement do you find in the two essays? Whatpoints of difference of opinion do you find?
6. Is Stevenson's thesis more or less limited than Cary's? Howdoes Stevenson's thesis lead him to discuss other matters thanthe individual and the mass?
7. Look carefully at the verbs in the tso essays, especially theauxiliaries. Do they suggest a difference in purpose of the twowriters? Is .4ne author more concerned with persuasion inpresenting his opinion? Explain,
8, How does Cary let the reader know that he is competent to ex-press the opinion he states about the mass mind? Where doeshe give his credentials? Does Stevenson follow the same proce-dure? Why do you think he does or does not?
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4SSIGN1V1ENT FOR SPEAKING OR WRITING

In these lessons you have seen that you can arrive at an
opinion by asking yourself pertinent questions and finding answers
that satefy you. You have also seen that honest opinions may
differ, for people may find different answers to the same question.
Now you will have an opportunity to develop and express an
opinion of your own on a subject that has attracted you. You may
start with an idea suggested to you by Cary or Stevenson, or you
may select a subject that has appealed to you from your other read-
ing or your experience. The first step is to think and question;
the second is to arrive at an answer that seems to you reasonable
and supportable.

When you have decided what opinion you would like to try to
express to the class, you are ready to ask the questions that will -
help you plan your speech or paper, First you will need to sum
up the opinion as clearly as possible in a single thesis senterce.
Write it down, and then study it carefully to be sure it is the best
statement you can make of your point of view.

Suppose, for example, that you have thought about the grading
system in your school and you have decided to recommend adapting
the system of passetail marks instead of letter grades. If you
phrase your thesis statement to read: "High school grades should
be pass or fail, not letter grades," you may still need to raise
some questions about it. Does the statement say exactly what you
mean --or does it say a little more than you mean? Is it always
true? Is it true for everybody and for all courses? Do you need
to take into account the circumstances in which it may not be true?
Would prospective employers want a more specific evaluation?
Would some students like to know how well they actually did in a
course? Do you need to qualify your verb? If you said might, be
better instead of should be would the statement be Improved?
Would it be easier, to support? Do you need-to take into account
some of the objections people raise to pass-fail grades ? Do you
want to rule out the desire of some students to measure their
achievements against the achievement of the group? Do you really
meanIthe change z:hould be made br might be better)under special
circumstances like required courses such as English or physical
education *filch may not be a particular students strong point?
Perhaps if you put ill a modifying phrase or clause you could come
closer to making your opinion clear. If you add: "In required
courses" is your statement easier to support? Does a qualifica-
tion allow you to recogn1ze different opinions and still support
your own?

Even if you are not defending passgail grading you will need to
examine your thesis sentence to see whether it needs qualification.
Do you want to cover all instances, or can you qualify the state-
ment to take care of the exceptions? When you are satisfied that
your thesis statement expresses your honest opinion as exactly as
possible, you are ready for the important question: Why do I be-
lieve thiis? Make a list of Irour reasons below your thesis statement.
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Some members of the class may be asked to present their .*opinions in speeches to the group the rest may work out the ideasin a paper. If you are asked to prepare a speech for this assignment*
of
you should refer to the section in your Speech Manual on "SpeechesOpinion,"

If nut are Writing

As your prepare to write, review your reasons and see whatseems to be the most effective order in which to present them.Can you anticipate the attitudes your audience is likely to have to-ward your subject or your opinionabout it? Will they be alreadyinterested in it and somewhat informed about It? If so, what canyou add to their information, or what new idea can you give them?If you can find no answer to these questions, check your thesis- -is it so widely accepted an assumption that there is nothing muchto say? If so, you would probably he wise to abandon this ideaand start over. But don't abandon it too quickly; perhaps yourexperience gives you some unusual reasons for the opinion that canreinforce the generakagreement, If the class is not informed onthis question, or not already interested in it, can you arouse theirenthusiasm for it or open up a new area of knowledge for them?
If you think the class may differ: with you* can you see whythey mtht have other opinions? Would it help you explain yourideas if you show that you are aware of other sides to the question?Perhaps this would be a good place to start. On the hot-rod subject,for example, would'you strengthen your own opinion by reviewingsome of the main objections people make to hot-rods first andthen answering them with your own views?

As you prepare your paper, here are some possibilities youmight consider for helping your readers see that this is a
gamine opinion, not a whim:

How did I happen to become interested in this subject?
What do I know about it? Have I special experience or have Imade special study?
How did I check out these reasons to conclude that they werevalid?
Why is this important--to: me or to the class ?
How can I begin the paper to focus attention on what I want tosay?
How can I conclude it so that it leaves the impression I wantto make?

As you do with all papers, read this one over carefull7 to
check for spelling and mechanics. Remember that originality is
fine, but NOT IN SPELLING. In spelling and punctuation, be a
conformist I
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RHETORIC CURRICULUM V

UNIT II

Lesson 1

THE AMIDINCII

What difference does the audience maks? This question is so generalthat the only way to arrive at a sensible answer is to translate the question
into specific instances. Suppose that you "lad volunteered to make speeches
and write statements for the safety camphign sponsored by your school.
Would you make the same speech or writs exactly the same statement
about safety measures for all those audiences:

a third grade class in the elementary school?
your own class?
the school assembly?
the PTA?
a public meeting of people in your city?
an article for your school paper?
an article for the city paper'?

What would 22 do differently? Would you stress different safety measureE
for the different groups? Foe which groups, for example, would you
stress:

care in crossing streets?
safe driving?
removing hasards in the hone?
keeping firsts-aid materials handy?
obeying street signs and traffic lights?
removing fire hasards?
knowing how to summon aid?
knowing how to reach a place of safety?

EDF.* would you choose different material for these audiences? Thinking
about this questiotIlads you to the important rnattoliti different
about the various groups. What things are obviously true of the third
grade, for example, that are not true of the PTA? What difference would
the age of the group make? Perhaps a few more examples will help
you define the differences:

1. Your class wants the PTA to sponsor a field trip for your group
to the state capitol to see the legislature in session. ( nivtr In:teat:hi
foot the bill for transportation and provide extra chaperones . yrm
were representing your class to ask the PTA for help, would you give any
of these reasons:
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The trip would be educational; it would enrich your knowledge
of political decision-making in ways not possible in the classroom.

It would be fun to travel together, lunch together in the hotel,
and look around the capital city.

The trip would not be very expensive.

You could write up your experiences for the town and school papers
afterward.

You are willing to make special preparation in reading and study
beyond the class work you have already done.

You could meet your representatives.

Your class helped with the PTA carnival in the fall which raised
funds for various activities.

Other schools have made such trips.

Your principal thinks it is a good idea.

It is always fun to miss a day of school; it breaks the routine,

Would you decide not to use some of these reasons? Why? What charac.
teristics of the audience would make you decide which to use and which
to reject? If you were explaining to your class why such a trip would be
good to make, would you use the same reasons you select for the PTA
audience? What reasons would you include for them? Can you explain
why you might choose different reasons if you were talking to the class?
Are there better reasons than any of these?

Z. During Education Week you are asked to write a feature article
for the town paper about your school. Which of the following points would
you consider important to make about your school?

Your basketball team wins the championship almost every year.

You put out a school paper and an annual.

Students can major in any one of many subjects.

Your school offe re advanc'td placement courses in science, math,
English, history, and fang cages.

The football team receives enthusiastic support from the student
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body; there is a strong pep club and boys' cheering group.

Grades are distributed every nine weeks.

Your school has an active ch3ptar of the National Honor Society,and every year you have a number of National Merit Scholars.

Some students object to the regulations on conduct and activities.

Nobody is very enthusiastic about the food in the school cafeteria.

A number of faculty members are working with curriculum study
projects and trying out new experimental programs.

The junior class sponsors a prom every spring.

The year ends with a senior week of activities featuring breakfastand a Commencement program.

If you would leave out some of this information, can you explain why?If you were writing to a friend your own age in another city to describeyour school, would you make the same selections? Why would you choosedifferent material, if you would?

3. After the last basketball game between your school and a rivalschool in another town, a fight took place between a group of studentsfrom both schools. In a letter to the editor of your town paper theofficers of the PTA and the presidents of several town clubs severely
criticized the conduct of the student body and urged that inter-school
basketball games be discontinued. You disapprove of the conduct of thesmall number of students who fought, but you also are concerned withthe rest of the student body. The editor of the paper is willing to publisha reply to the letter. First you will need to think through the situation
and decide what defense you could honestly make. If you were writingthe response, which of these approaches do you think would be best?

1. Agree that no further inter-school games should be scheduled.

2. Point out that the other school started the fight because their
team was losing the game, and the students of your school were
showing loyalty in defending the school against unfair attack
and should not be criticized.

3. Explain that the incident was not very important; conflicts are
not unus'ial in situations of great excitement and high tension,
and anyway nobody was badly hurt in the fight.
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4. Agree that the conduct of the students who participated in the
fight was to be condernmed, but show that the entire student body
should not be penalised for the misconduct of a small group;
games should be continued, but measures could and should be
taken to prevent a recurrence.

5. Explain that the competitive sports program is beneficial enough
to the school and the student body to justify continuing inter-
school games even though the competition creates problems,

In deciding what kind of answer to make, what audience would you be
writinb forthe student body? parents? townspeople not connected
with the school? all these groups? Would you need to be concerned
chiefly with fellow students or adults? What would you need to take into
account about the audience in selecting the best way to answer thy
criticism?

What do we need to consider about an audience? Now perhaps we cansMINNINO MEINO WOMB =21=10111.make some useful generalisatiors. For a moment we can start from
the other end and look at the opening paragraphs of several essays. As
you read, ask yourself what the writer was assuming about the audience
he thought might read his words:

1. From my boyish days I had always felt a great perplexity onone point in Macbeth. It was this: wthe knocking at the gate which
succeeds to the murder of Duncan produced to my feelings an effectfor which I could not account. The effect was that it reflected
back upon the murderer a peculiar awfulness and a depth of
solemnity; yet, however obstinately I endeavored to comprehendthis, for many years I never could see why it should produce
such an effect.

DeQuincey (Ines not follow this paragraph with a summary of the plot ofMacbeth. What is he assuming about the readers?

2. Fishing is one of man's oldest occupations and fish storiesentered folklore very early. Poets and nature fakers added theirtouches to marine superstitions that persist to our day. Thepopular press still cannot resist unsubstantiated stories of seamonsters. 2
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Cousteau goes on to describe some of the strange habits of the octopus,and the superstitions about them. What is he assuming about the readersand his subject?

3. Don't waste sympathy on the people who work at night. Sincethey go on duty when most people go to bed, they are sometimes
pitied for the sacrifice they make. Don't pity them. At any rate,donut pity me. I am one of them; for thirty year* I have workedin a New York City morningftnewspaper shop that does not really cometo life until after sundown.

Atkinson follows this opening with a discussion .of the pleasures of nightwork. What is he assuming about when his readers probably do theirwork? Is he writing for people who work at night or by day?

QUESTIONS TO DISCUSS

1. Which of these writers seem to expect the audience to be alreadyacquainted with the subject?

2. Which seem to think the audience might like-to know more aboutthe topic?

3. Which seem to have thought about whether the audience Is likelyto agree with them?

Now let's identify the principles. Sometimes it is difficult to put a wordto a concept that is more or less clear. In the following list, can youfind three words that might best sum up the things about an audiencethat a writer or speaker needs to consider when he prepares to communi»cate an idea:

Age Talents Interests State of Health Knowledge

Economic Status Attitudes Profession
ASSIGNMENT FOR WRITING OR SPEAKING

Choose one of the following assignments:

1. Write the letter to the paper suggested in example 3 above. Beprepared to read your paper to the class and explain why you used theapproach you selected. I
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2. Your school has been asked to prepare a television program in
which a student interviews another student about die important features
of the school. Suppose that you are chosen to take part in that program.
You will need to work with another law int in the class; one of you
should prepare to be the interviewer and pose the question; the other
should answer them in the interview. You will need to work together to
make a list of questions that will describe your school to the television
audience. Present it to the class as if it were a final rehearsal for
the program, and ask for comments on the materials you selected and
the effect they think the interview would have on the audience.

3. Prepare a talk or write a paper to be read to a junior high class
of 9th graders who might enter your school next year and would like to
know important points about the school. Present the talk or paper to
your class and ask for their comments and suggestions.

Whatever assignment you select, ask your classmates whether they
think you have Judged your audience wisely. If you make a talk, you
should turn in to your teacher a complete out!ine of your material.



Lesson 2

What the Audience Knows

In the last lesson you discovered that you can explain your ideas a
little more intelligently if you give some thought to the kind of audience
you want to reachspecifically if you consider what kind of knowledge
they already have, what their interests are likely to be, and what kind
of attitudes they may have toward various subjects. Your analysis so
far has been fairly general; the next step is to examine in a little
more detail how these considerations actually affect the problems of
conveying ideas to other people. Why would it be harder, for example,
to discuss the theory of relativity with the first grade--or with your
own class - -than with a class in physics? Why would it be futile to
explain the benefits of refrigeration to Eskimos but not to people in the
South Sea Islands? Why would it be harder to persuade an audience of
Republicans than =audience cflnonrats that a Democratic candidate
should be supported? Such problems arise, and though the likelihood
of your needing to explain refrigerators to Eskimos is not great,
you may well run into problems somewhat like that in your own experience.

In thin lesson we will deal with the first of these questions: what real
difference does the knowledge of the audience make? How can you
predict what an audience is likely to know? You can't very well ask
them to fill out a questionnaire before y' t speak or write. Are there-
any guides to making educated guesses about what they already under.
stand or can be expected to understand? To answer such questions, you
may need to raise and answer others first: what affects the knowledge
of a group of people for whom you might be speaking or writing? Has
the age of the group anything to do with knowledge? the educational
level of the group? the kind of experiences they may have had?

Read the following discussion and see what you think about the kind
of readers it might be intended for:

(For text, see The First Book of the Constitution: by Richard B. Morris,Franklin Watts, New orltn,
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QUESTIONS TO DISCUSS

1. What kind of readers do you think the author intended this
discussion for?

2. How can you tell? Does the vocabulary suggest any particular
age group? Does the sentence structure suggest an age level?

3. What does he seem to assume that the readers already know?

Here is another discussion of the Constitution incorporating many
of the same concepts. Is it intended for the same kind of readers? As
you read, see if you c n tell why you decide as you do:

(For text, see Alfred H. Kelly & Winfred A. Harbison, The American
Constitution Its Origins and Development W. Norton & Company,
Inc. New York, copyright 1963; p. 1660

i

I

i



QUESTIONS TO DISCUSS

I. How does this differ from the first discussion? Do you think it is
aimed at the same kind of renders, or at a different kind? Why?

Z. How do the discussions differ in purpose? in content? In what
ways is the content similar?

3. What knowledge do the authors of the second selection seem to
assume the readers already have? Can you list some of the items that
the author of the first selection apparently did not expect his readers
to know?

Structure and Vocalnilla.

4. How does the vocabulary in these selections differ? Find some
words in the second selection that might have been out of place in the
first.

5. Compare these two sentences, taken from the selections:
a. Almost everything about the United States has changed except

the Constitution.
b. This process of growth made possible the adaptation of the

Constitution as a Frame of government for the modern world's
first great experixneist in democracy; it also preserved the
document of 1787 in a twentieth-century society bearing
little resemblance to that in which the delegates of 1787

lived and moved.

These two sentences make much the same point. How do they differ?

6. Are these differences necessary? Why?

7. Are both of these selections honest and truthful, even though

I
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they are trying to explain the some material in different ways?

SHORT ASSIGNMENT FOR SPEAKING AND WRITING

Think over the selections you have read this year in your literature
units (or last years ii you remember some selection vividly), and select
one that especially impressed you. Choose one that you reacted to
either favorably or unfavorably. Prepare to explain briefly what the
selection was about and what yvu thougit of it (was it well worth reading?
did it give you a new idea? was the author all wrong?) for one of the
following audiences:

your class
a younger brother or sister, or his class in school
your parents

Present the talk for the class, or put it on tape if your school has
recorders available, and play the tapes for the group. If you are
speaking for a younger group or for your parents, present the talk as
a rehearsal for the class to comment on. As you listen to other speeches,
decide whether you think the explanation would be effective for the
intended audience.

When you have heard and commented on all the speeches, use the
same selection, and put the same reactions into writing, this time for
a different audience. If you spoke as if you were talking to younger
people, write either for your class or for your parents, and so on.

Now look at your written statement. What did you do differently?
Did you choose slightly different material? What changes did you make in
the language you used? Could you assume more knowledge in one
audience than the other?

Special Knowledge in the Audience

Do you sometimes feel a little aghast at the many rubjects you know
very little about? Most intelligent people have such moments. Nobody
can live in the world long without running into situations where everyone
else seems to be talking confidently about something entirely incompre-
hensible. If you wander backstage while the theater crew is putting up
sets, for example, directions you overhear may sound like another
language--"bring up the blues in that border. "--"All right, now lower
that drop, " or "Jim, check the props for scene I; we're almost ready. "
You may be baffled about what is going on, yet the statements are all
perfectly clear to the crew; they are using a technical language that
enables scene shifters and electricians to work more quickly and
efficiently than they could if the orders were given in general terms.
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If the directm were breaking in a new crew e: students, he would need
to explain what all the terms meant before the novices cacid carry out
such directions.

Suppose your teacher asked you to tell the class the difference be-
tween a single-base and a double base transformation--could you do it
quickly and easily? Could you make the same explanation to your
parents? ? What would you have to add?

These cEfferences are not a matter of age and education, as the
earlier differences you explored tended to be. Are they differences of
intelligence? Or arethe differences a matter of specialized knowledge
some audiences have and some do not?

In the following short passages, can you tell whether the author is
addressing an audience with special knowledge?

1.

(For text, see Writer to Reader, by Neal Frank Doubleday. D. C.
Heath and Company, Boston, 1966; pp. 88-89.)

2. At Bendtx, vortex amplifiers have been cascaded and cascoded.
They have been used in circuit cbrabihation with jet-owlet type devices
in both digital and analog applications. Pairs of vortex ampliis
fiers have been operated in true push-pull circuits to reduce null
shift distortion and noise caused by either power supply variations
or temperature changes.

3.

4.

(For text, see "Adtice to a Nervous Visitor, " by William Golding,
Holidax(July 1963); p. 42.)

(For text, see "The Bathtub Vortex, " Writer to Reader, ed. Neal F.
Doubleday, D. C. Heath and Company, 1966; p. 279.)



These selections are taken from the opening of articles, and you
may be able to tell from them what kind of readers the author thinks he
may reach. A few questions to ask yourself may help you decide:

1. Which author seems to be writing for the most general audience? 1

Which for the most specialized? 1

2. Which passage requires the most special knowledge of the subject
in the reader?

3. In which passages do the authors take time to define terms? Why?

4, Is Golding in example 3 'actually addressing only "Anthony"?
or does he really intend this "letter" for a wider audience? What would

that audience be, if you think he means the essay for more eyes than
Anthony's? British people who might be visiting America? Anyone else?
Does it help to know that this was published in Holiday?

EXERCISE: Deti...ain.1 Terms

Seict one of the following:

1, In two of the passages above, the word vortex is used. Define it
foe an audience of fifth graders, then for a scienceclass.

2. Define cheating for a small child, for an adult, and for a rebellious
person who does not believe it is wrong. See if you can use examples in

each definition.

3. Explain, with examples, what the student council is: a) for your
parents, and b) for a foreign student new in your school.

SUMMARY AND PROGRESS REPORT

Before you consider ways to apply the analysis you have been making

to your own problems, it might be wise to review your findings. What

difference does a knowledge of the audience make?
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A. To convey an idea effectively, a writer-speaker should consider
how much the audience is likely to know about the subject and
what they will be able to comprehend.

B. In order to predict how much the audience will know, he should
consider:

the age of the group
their level of education
the kind of group (whether they have special knowledge)

C. Now ask yourself: How does this consideration affect:
the choh;e of material?
the terms used? the terms that need to be defined?
the vocabulary and sentence structure to be used?

The General Audience

When a speaker prepares to speak he usually has some idea of what
kind of audience is to hear him; speakers are usually invited or assigned
to speak on a specific occasion, and the circumstances give some clue
to the kind of listeners to expect. Since the writer does not actually
confront his audience, he has a different problem; his audience may be
larger and more diversified than a speaker's audience gathered in a
room. Even eos writing is aimed at different kinds of readers. Articles
in the Saturday Review, for example, or the Scientific American, may
reach different readers, and probably the audience is

quite different from the audience for Fhotoplay or True Story. Yet even
in these audiences the extent of knowledge on many subjects would be
harder to predict than the knowledge of a fifth grader on the subject of
Alexander Hamilton's contribution to the national fiscal system, or
the knowledge of members of the Rod and Gun Club about proposed
changes in the fish and game laws. Writing and speaking for a general
audience changes the rroblem, though you will still have to take into
account how much knowledge can be assumed, and how much must be

supplied.

What cal' you do when you plan for a general audience, including
people of different ages and education--psople who know a good deal

about the subject and people who know nothing about it? How can you
hold the attention of both?

If you are running for a school office and need to talk in assembly

on Candidates' Day, you have a start on what to tell your audience; you

know who they are and what they want to hear about (it is not the time

to describe how to pack a car for a camping trip). If your father is
ruining for an office and you decide to speak for him at a public rally,

&h would your problem be different?
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Important occasions often call for speeches. Who knows? someday
you rctay be delivering the Commencement Address at Harvard, or
opening the Summer Olympics, or giving the tribute to Lincoln at the
Republican Party banquet. You may already have made talks on
Washington's birthday or at the athletic club dinner in the spring. How
do you decide what to include about a Inedject on a special occasion?
The occasion itself has some bearing on the subject and on what you say
about it. A commencement speaker, for example, relates his comments
to the interest of the audience in the graduates and the new experiences
they are about to embark upon. If he repeats the same old tired phrases
about "The Road of Life" and "the Ladder of Success, " can he take
the audience beyond what they already know? Can he use the interest
that has brought them to the ceremonies to say something valuable about
life and the kind of attitudes that may give it meaning al the future?

If a new building is to be dedicated--a hospital, say, or a city hall- -
what could a speaker find to say that would lend importance to the
occasion? Would you expect him to relate his remarks V) the purpose
for which the building was intended? Might he talk about the kind of
activity that is to go on in it?

The Writer and the Knowles of the Audience
MUM MINIIIIIII

We have said that the writer has a somewhat different problem in
judging the probable knowledge of his audience about his subject because
he has no occasion as the speaker has to help him predict what kind
of people will gather to hear him. The audience may not actually be
more generalized than many audiences a speaker faces; but each reader
reads alone and cannot be affected by the responses of an assembled
group. The crux of the writer's porbiem is that he cannot confront
his audience and observe their responses to his words; he must imagine
the responses the reader will make, and it is harder to tell whether he
has rightly gauged the knowledge they bring to his subject. What can
you do when you can only guese who will read what you have written?
You cannot throw in a sentence or two of explanation if you see blank
looks on the faces of your listeners, or delete if you sense that you are
repeating what they already know. The problem becomes how to include
just enough information, how to supply the unknown and embroider the
known to say something 73 a w and provocative about it. In the essay that
follows, the author enlarges upon a subject that may or may not be
familiar. As you read, observe how he manages the problem.

(For text, see "Shooting an Elephant" from Shootin an Ele hant and
Other Essays by George Orwell, copyright , , Y
Sonia Brownell Orwell. 17ound in Approaches tom a by Shrodes and
Van Gundy, pp. 102408.)
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it in more, than one way? Is it a personal account of an experience, or
is it about the crumbling of the British Empire? Is it about the problems

of Empire? Can you support your conclusion from materials in the
essay?

How much knowledge of India and the Empire does the reader need
if he is to understand what Orwell is saying? What does Orwell seem
to assume that the reader already knows/ How does he supply the
information that usyte unfamiliar? What details does he use that help
to make the situation clear? How does he introduce themwith a direct
summary of facts? by reviewing his own thoughts? by comment on
events? Does he tell you enough abort India and is We therc to make
you understand his point of view?

How effective is his method of conveying information for the purpose
of making his point?

ASSIGNMENT FOR SPEAKING AND WRITING

Your problem in this assignment will be to present an idea to an

audience, either in speech or in writing, using both new and familiar

information. In. preparing the assignment, you will need to consider

wiat the audience may already know, and what they will nead to be
told. Some of the class should prepare speeches; others should work
out a written paper. Choose one of the following:

1. Prepare and present a speech for a particular occasion, either
a school event or a national occasion. If you choose thir, assignment,
you should refer to the section in the Speech Manual on Occasional
Speeches.

2. Select a poem from your literature units or from your own reading
and prepare to read the poem to the class and comment on it. You may
want to look for some interesting facts about the poem or the author
that add to your understanding and enjoyment of the poem, or you may
find a new approach in your own analysis of the text- - something you
have noticed in the poem that you think it will profit the class to hear about.

3. Write a paper in which, like Orwell, you discuss an idea that
some experience has made you think about. Decide how much of the
background you need in order to have the reader understand your point.

You will probably need to follow Orwell's procedure of using examples

from your experience.

i
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Informing the Audience in Fiction Wr.....i....

Before we leave the subject of s,udience knowledge we should look
briefly at the problem for writing that is not expository. If you want
to write a story, for example, you know from your literature reading
that you create a world in which the events take place. Also, you may
want to begin the story at a point where the events are already in motion;
a situation exists that the reader must somehow be told about, if he is to
follow the story. How can you manage this?

Look back over some of the stories you have read in :literature. In
Poe's "Masque of the Red Death, " for example, bow far do you have to
read to know all the background material you need in 02 1 r to follow the
story? How soon do you know what the setting is? How soon do you meet
the characters? How soon do you identify the problem?

Now look at "The Lottery. " Is the procedure the same for clueing
you in? How is the necessary information given in that story? How do
you learn when and where it happens?

Does the author of "To Esme with Love and Squalor" give you back-
ground information at the opening of the story? How do you account for
the procedure he uses? You might look at other stories you have read,
N1 perhaps at the plays. Where, for example, do you learn what you

need t. kw* w to follow the story in Moots? in Oedipus?

Besides giving the reader the uecessary background knowledge in a
story, the author usually indicates what kind of story he is %tilting. How
do you find out what kin...: of story to expect in "The Chasers, " forexample?
How early can you tell? In Macbeth how does the first scene lead you to
expect what follows?

OPTIONAL WRITING ASSIGNMENT

You might like to try applying the principles you have explored in
this lesson to the writing of a piece of fiction. Here are some possibilities:

I. Write a short story, either for children or for your own age group.
Remen.'3er that the reader must recognize the world you are creating: de-
cide how you can best let him know where the story occurs in time and space.
How should be meet the characters? Where should he learn what has
happened before dm story begins? How can you suggest to him the kind of
story it it?
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2. Select one of the stories you have studied in literature and
convert it into a play. This presents a harder problem of informing
the audience, because all the information must be given by the characters
themselvea. The setting gives the time and place, but everything that
has gone before must be worked into the dialogue. You will have to
invent dialogue fov parts of the story that the author has sununzirised
in narrative. See 3i you can do it so that the ch racters seem to be
talking only to each other, not saying what the audience needs to hear.
If you choose this assignment, perhaps some members of the class caul
read the parts for the group.
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Lesson 3

What Are Audiences Interested In?

Have you ever decided against taking a course, reading a book, or
choosing a pastime because the subject simply didn't interest you? On
the other hand, have you gone to some trouble to get a book or see
a movie because its subject did interest you? Then you should be
familiar with the second problem in reaching an audience--anticipating
their- interests well enough to select an appealing subject and reject
any subject likely to bore them.

Earlier in your work in rhetoric you were advised to select topics
that appeal to you yourself, since your enthusiasm, reflected in your
words, may be contagious. However, even though ;spontaneity will
help to influence others, you cannot count on it to solve the entire
problem. Ideally, you should look for a subject that interests you
and your audience both. Interest can,of wins., be cultivated as you
learned in the first unit this year. But a good starling place is
interest that already exists. You can tell quite easily what interests
you--but how can you tell what audiences, are interested in?

You have already seen that age and education affect the amount of
knowledge an audience is likely to have; to whet extent would they affect
interests too? What else might account for the interests of an audience?

A Brief Research Project

A sensible way to go at the problem is to conduct a little first-hand
research. The class may divide into committees, each committee to
investigate one segment of the general audience:

I. A committee to review the magazines on current news stands to
see what interests are reflected in the magazines published.

2. A committee to check the articles in the most popular journals
and list the subjects that seem to recur. (Magazines in this group
would include Lookr Life, Saturday Review, Readers',Digest, Coronets
etc.)

3. A committee to check women's magazines and men's magazines
for subjects.

4. A committee to investigate the Reader's Guide to see what
subjects under the entry United States have provoked numbers of articles.
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You shoed check several years of they Guide; U you do you will learn
some interesting things about how into 4 is shift.

5. A committee to i5vestigate the interests of teen-age girls and
teen-age boys.

6. A committee to investigate the major interests of people over
sixty.

7. A committee to assess the major interests of these adult groups:

the PTA
* Church group
the chamber of eonunerce

it focal womenls club
a men's service club

(Rotary, Kiwanis, etc. )

When you have made your lists and reported to the class, you may
be interested in comparing your lists of teen-agers' interests with the
lists prepared by Gesell, 11g, and Ames in a book you may find in the
school or city library, Youth: the Years from Ten to Sixteen.

Considering what you have learned about teen-age interests, would

you ray that the following is an effective example of persuasion?

(For text, see "You", Scholastic Scot); Scholastic Magazines Inc.,
October 7, 1965; p. 24.r
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QUESTIONS TO DISCUSS

1. What 15 the purpose of this selection? What is the significance
of the final two sentences?

2. To what audience is it directed, adults or teenagers'? or both?

3. What assumptions has the author made about the interests of the
audience?

4. What kind of voice does the writer assume? Who is talking?

5. How effective is the selection? How is the effect achieved?
Does the language contribute to it?

The general group of teenagers may have some interests that can
be identified but you have only to look at a list of school activities to
realize that teenagers' interests may be as varied as those of adults;
special interest groups form in school as in society at large. Have
you ever realized what a variety of such grimps you might find in your
community? See if you can compile a list of the social, professions,
educational, vocational, avocational, civic, and religious groups in
your communitydon't forget your own school organizations. Which ones
of them might be interested in the following topics?

a demonstration of how to arrange flowers
a showing of slides with commentary about a trip to Europe (or any-

where else)
a demonstration of gymnastics
an illustrated talk on the New Math
a discussion of a special program in the schoolhealth, driver

education, etc.
an illustrated talk on the recreation facilities in your city
a demonstration talk on cartooning

From these discussions you can form some generalizations about
the kinds of interests you might expect some specific audiences to share.
Analysis of the audience is the beginning, however; the next and vital
step is to raise the question of how to build on the existing interest to
convey your ideas to the audience.

Probably no group is more alert to the interests of readers than
the advertisers who write copy for businessmen. Perhaps you can
enrich your uncerstanding of what interests audiences by looking at
some advertisements prepared by people trained in this kind of persuasion.
See if you can identify the audience toward which each of the following
ads is directed:
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A. You way, "Al', my land goes to my family."

We ask: "How much of it may go to pay inheritance, Federal Estate
and other taxes, the mortgage, loans, medical bills, probate costs?"

See your. . . agenthe's a real "Pro. " He can show how your
family can inherit your whole farm.

B. Motorcycle insurance
Insure with the Largest
Oldest and most Reliable

All forms of insurance for Motorcycle and Scooter Owners,
Rides and Clubs at Low Rates

*Bodily Injury and Property
Damage and Liability

*Fire, Theft and Collision
*Club Liability (Spectator Coverage) for Races, Scrambles, Etc.
Write for applications and information on our new budget premium
plan. No obligation.

C. THE SEVEN AGES OF MAN / THE YOUNG MARRIED

"Life is a Shuttle"
--Shakespeare

Marriage is a ms; or step along the way.
A man faces new problems and responsibilities as he embraces
the plural way of life.

Nvw he will be concerned for the protection of his wife--and
others, as yet unknown. Of a sudden, life insurance becomes a
prime investment. In his new station he sees the need for a Will,
and perhaps a trust fund, as essential parts of his overall plan for
the greater security of his family.

Over the years, our personal trust organization has helped
men and women to create workable plans - -and to provide continuing
assistance in achieving their ultimate fulfillment. Whatever your
family situation, you and your attorney are invited to review your
estate affairs with one of our trust officers.

Personal Trust Division. . . Park Avenue,
New York

D. 7-UP. . . WHERE THERE'S ACTION
Seven-up is a real natural for the action crowd! It's got the sparkle
that swings. . the taste that's fresh and frisky , and the quick
quenching action to make thirst quit. Look, for it. 7-Up. . . where
there's action!
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E. meet Margaret Mason, she's so interesting
she sends her mind to Europe every month

(for only $16 a year
Margaret is a gadabout at heart. She marches thrriugh the history of
fashion with Pierre Cardin. Shares the culinary 'scrota of a Comtesse.
Knows what's now in the art field. (She has a fabulous collection
including a few originals and many brilliant reproductions from the
color-filled pages of . .

She meets many of the other interesting people of the world.
People like billionaire 3. Paul Getty and Aldous Hwcky and Lawrence
Duren.
. . . will whisk you, wherever anything noteworthy is happening.
Then it offers you an intimate look at the situation.
. . . is for the pleasure-seeker and the knowledge-seeker. Reward
yourself with the most Interesting time of the monththe day your
copy of . . . arrives from Parisi

. QUESTIONS TO DISCUSS

1. In what kind. of magazine would you expect to find each of .:hose
advertisements? On what evidence in the advertisement itself did you
base your answer?

2. How effectively do you think each ad appeal' to the interests of
the audience?

3. What differences do you find fu the style of each? Look particularly
at the vocabulary and sentence structure.

4. Do you find yourself distrusting any of the ads? Which? Has
the advertiser made assumptions about the audience that account for
your suspie-nks? If so, what are they? How much does the language of
the ad account for your di, runt? Why are we often suspicious of adver-
tisements?

5. In what ways might, the audience for example E differ from the
audience for example ?? To which audience would that for E be most
similar? What evidence can you cite to support your answer?

EXERCISES

Exercise ABecome an amateur ad-man!

1. Select one of the products advertised in the examples and rewrite
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the ad for a different audience. How will you need to vary the structure
and vocabulary? See if other members of the class can recognize the
audience to which you have directed your appeal.

2. Find an advertisement that you find particularly effective and be
prepared to explain to the class why you think it is persuasive. See if
the clam; reacts as you did--do the opinions of the boys in class and
the opinions of the girls agree? What generalizations can you make
about the teen-age appeal of your ad? Would it appeal to an adult
audience as much as it did to you? Why, or why not? You might
check your conclusion by asking your parents and other adults how
they responi to the ad, and then reporting to the class.

3. Writ* an ad for your favorite record, assuming the ad will
appear in a teen-age magazine. Then rewrite it for a magazine aimed
at adults. What have you changed?

Exercise 8Become an ad-analyst

1. Drug companies have found that news programs help to sell
their products, 'but airline companies have found them ineffectual. Can
you assign any possible reasons for these results?

2. The Department of Agriculture has told apple growers that
stressing the many uses of apples sells more apples than stressing
their health-giving qualifies. What might these findings indicate about
American housewives as an audience?

What does all this mean for ou as a writer anu s esker?

Does the importance of audience interest relieve the advertiser--or
anyone seeking to convey an idea effectivelyof the responsibility to
present honest information or make honest appeals? (This is a
rhet,rical question, in both senses of the word. Of course it doesn't!)
What implications does audience interest have for the expression of an
idea?

It is easier to reach an audience if you consider their interests.
It is possible to make intelligent predictions about what will interest
readers or listeners.
It is wise to abandon a subject of no interest to an audience. (Would

you waste time writing a sparkling paper on how to choose a career,
then try to publish it in a journal for senior citizens? or a cogent,
brilliantly reasoned paper on sound types of insurance, for the sixth
grade Gazette?) And yet, many apparently commonplace ideas can
be made attractive to unlikely audiences if they include material
that touches the audiencis interests.
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How Can You Use These Principles?

Where can you look for guides that will help you predict the interests
of an audience? If you are speaking, you can often find a starting
point in the occasion itself. Very seldom do speakers "just happen"
to address an audience; you usually know that you are going to speak,
and presumably the audience gathers for a realron--that is, they expect
some particular kind of speech to be made. If you think about the
purpose for the gathering you can usually predict some of the things the
audience will be interested to hear. At a graduation exercise, for
example, the audience is likely to be interested in the future of the
graduates - -the kind of guiding principles that will be useful for young
people leaving school to take their places in the world. The people who
attend a father-son dinner for the athletic awards are likely to be
concerned with sports and their value to young men.

ASSIGNMENT FOR SPEAKING

Prepare a speech for a specific occasion. You may use a traditional
school event, or a national occasion that your class would be interested
in marking. For directions in planning and preparing the speech, refer
to the section on occasional speeches in you Speech Manual. Since
your time schedule may not permit hearing speeches from all members
of the class, some of the group may work out this assignment as a
paper, perhaps an article for the school paper, or as a special feature
suitable for the city paper. If you write, consider what aspects of
the occasion would be interesting to the general reading audience;
the importance of the event or day, and the ways in which remembering
it might affect attitudes or decisions about life.

If you are to speak in this assignment, you should prepare an
outline to be turned in to your teacher. He may also suggest that you
prepare a rhetorical plan; directions for such a plan are in your Speech
Manual.
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The main points to be cmsidered about an auaience are

1) 'race, religion, politics.

2) sex, age, size.

3) education, backgroUndp.social status.

4) knowledge, interest, attitudes.
5) none of these

2. In a persuasive speech by the PTA to the City Council for a new
traffic signal at the school crossing, which of the fallowing
would net by a factor?

1) cost
2) sex of children
3) safety statistics

4) age of pedestrians

5) all of these

3. A reader would probably find an article about the Beatles in

1) Scientific American.
2) Popular Mechanics.
3) Photoplay.

4) Saturday Review of Literature

4. In explaining high school to a Junior &tgh audience, what would

you not mention?

1) per capita costs to tax payers

2) athletic opportunities
3) varied curriculum

4) opportunities to participate in activities

5) library facilities

5. What may make up the knowledge of the audience?

1) past experiences
2) prior reading
3) educational level

4) age
5) all of these

6. The following things do not concern an audience

1) a television program
2) a nap
3) a radio dialogue

4) a book
5) a newspaper
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7. The audience of a speaker is easier than the audience of a writer

bec7Ase

1) the speaker can find out something about the group he will addtess.

2) he can actually face them.

3) he is not dependent upon their buying his product.

4) if he runs out of things to say, he can throw the session open

for questions and answers.

8. For which group of people or audience would ycou stress the following

information: The new look in today's fashions is the wild combinations

and colors of fashion, with coordinating ideas which gently clash.

1) a group of teen -age boys

2) a fashionable elderly lady

3) meeting of top dress designers

4) intermission program at Playboy Club

5 meeting of home vconamiste

9. To 0.!..4-?.11 group would you address a speech on the dangers of glue-

sniffing?

1) the people ir an 01e people's home

2) the San FranciscL Giants assembled for a reunion

3) a meeting of librarians

4) an assembly of junior high students

5) a General Motors board meeting

10. In a speech to what group would you include the Preamble to the

Constitution?

1) a commencement assembly

2) a group of Canadians considering citizenship

3) a Timeting of vetinarians

4) a meeting of the county fair board

5) a choo1 board meeting

11. If you were speaking to a group of distinguished anthropologists,

at would your topic omit likely be:

1) the stamps of Japan

2) spiders
3) the Sahara desert

4) the purple finch

5) major races of the world

12. If you were writing to a friend who lived in another city, which topic

would you most likely include in your letter?

1) the City Council's decision on sewer taxes

2) English grammar and usage

3) your basketballIteam's rating in the state

4) finding water in the sand dunes

5) school budget vote is usually in May in your at;
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13. If you were looking for a market to bAK.YourliMmster collection, you

might beat find' the ad err which group of magazines?

1) McCall's, Red Book's Good Housekeeping.

2) Field & Stream, Outdoor Life, Argosy

3) Look, Life, Newsireek

4) American Farmer. Farm Journal, Hobby Magazine

5 Male, Stag, Playboy

14. If you were trying to sell subscriptions to the Wall Street Journal,

what kind of an audience would you try to address?

1) high school gathering
2) group of suburban young marrieds

3) group of retired bankers

4) union meeting of Longshoremen

5) Boy Scout group

15. If you wanted your father to pick up the dry cleaning down town,

whet would you not tell him?

1) The suit he wants to wear tomorrow is at the cleaner's.

2) The cleaner is not responsible for cleaning left sitar 30 days,

and today is the 29th day.

3) Your boyfriend its coming over, and you want your father out of

the house.

4) You noticed an old friend of his working at the cleaner's.

5) You have ajob baby-sitting and you cannot go yourself.

16. If you were speaking to a group of women about the usefulness of

cosmetics, what would you least consider?

1) what they had fQr breakfast

2) the general age of the group

3) their income bracket

4) that the meeting is to be at.the Harlem Calamity Club

1 ?. In preparing an article for the daily paper on how to summon first

aid in a hurry, to which group should you write for?

1) elementary school children

2) college-bound stu&nts
3) Chamber of Commerce members

4) both adults and children
5) pharmacists

18. When speaking to s group of avid outdoorsmen aa the subject of back-

packing, one should be

1) very formal, with technical vocabulary.

2) very entertaining, with a few dirty jokes thrown in.

3) informal, using common terms and relate personal experiences.

4) educational, with step-by-step instructions.

5) all of these
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19. Why should you choose different material for different audiences?

1) Your audience might not be in a good mood.

2) Because you get bored with your topic and want to switch.

3) Your topic might be above the level of some groups.

4) You don't want the audience to know that you don't know what

you are talking about.
The audience might get up and walk out.

20. What would be the difference between writing an article for a specific

magazine or one for a general magazine? For instance one on lung

cancer to be written for Medical Journal or for Sat. Evening Post.

1) The one for the Medical Journal could be more technical.

2) The one for Post could be much longer.

3) There would be no difference.

4) The one for Medical Journal would include much human interest.

21. In what magazine would a high-powered rifle most logically be

advertised?

1) Saturday Evening Post

2) Seventeen
3) Modern Bride

4) Hot Rod
5) Field and Stream

22. If you were looking for an article on Boulder Dam, you might most

easily find it in

1) Webster's Dictionary.

2) Mademoiselle.
3) Sports Illustrated.

4) The Colorado Quarterly.

23. Am article on Leukemia might best be found in

1) True Confessions.

2) Today's Health.

3) True.

4) PlArbqy,

5) Look.

24. In the magazine Jack and Jill, one could almost be sure to find a

story about

1) cooking beets in file different ways.

2) Elizabeth Taylor.

3) the Shakespearean theater at Ashland.

4) an animal story
5) how to remodel a kitchen.
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25. In finding an article on raising pigs, one would first consult

1) Flower Grower.
2) Readers' Digest.
3) the Farm Journal.

4) Parents Magazine.
5) Ellery Queen's Mystery Magazine.

26. To find an article an the Red Guard one first would look in

1) Time.
2) Sports Illustrated.
3) The American Home.

4) The American Girl.

5) TV Guide.

"He was of medium height, somewhat chubby, and good looking, with

curly red hair and an innocent, gay face, more remarkable for a
humorous air about the eyes and large mouth than for any strength
of chin or nobility of nose. He had graduated from Princeton in
1941 with high marks in all subjects except mathematics and sciences.
His academic specialty had been comparative literattre. But his
real career at Princeton had consisted of playing the piano and
inventing bright little songs for parties and shows." (Caine Mutiny,

by Herman Wouk, lst paragraph)

27. The above excerpt has the following purpose:

1) to foreshadow
2) to provide background for telling but Princeton
3) to provide a short character sketch

4) to give an ironic example of what a Princeton student can gc_

out of college
5) to confuse the reader as to what the story is about

28. What we learn from the above paragraph is that the person being

described is not

1) humorous.
2) a goof-off.
3) intelligent.

4) tall and thin.
5) a piano player.

29. Each sentence in the above paragraph is structured

1) alike, subject first, then verb.
2) with great sentence variety.

3) with a transitional word at beginning of each sentence.

4) with many adjectives and adverbs to make them longer.
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"Felix judiciously restrained his jubilation in respect for the dead.

He found himself suddenly very fond of sly old Harry. He made a

substantial payment On the mortgage, which reduced monthly interest

and payments. Then he rented an office--a small one- -in a good

medical section of the city, in a new splendid building all white,

brick, -chrome and self-opening doors and switchboards and parking

lots and big ;indows. 'I think,' he said cautiously to his wife

'that wetre finally on the way.'" (from "The Doctor," in The Listener,

by Taylor Caldwell)

30. From this short paragraph we lumen that

1) Merry must have died.

2) Harry must have left Felix and his wits something in his will.

3) Felix was a doctor.

4) Felix had not ceased much for HWY wb6h

5) all of these

31. What things prove that this selsotton was not written for an

elementary school audience?

1) the choice of names-mFelik and Harry

2) description of the building --white brick, chrome, self-opening

doors, etc.

3) use of vocabulary, such as' judiciously, jubilation, mortgage

4) introduction of dialogue in last sentence

5) none of these

"Jet Fighter Number 313 taxied onto the end of the runway, cleared

for take-off. The Pilot, a young major, fasifened his safety belt,

set his brakes, and ran up 100 per-eent rip.n.'an his engine--a huge

long corncob that made up nearly all of his airplane. Then he

released his toe-brakes. The 'heels rnlled the first inch. And in

that first inch, the Pilot of Number 31) we doomed. In effect, he

was already dead." ("The Jet That Crashed Before Take-off" by

Bairns Lay, Jr. from Essays for Modern Youth, Globe Hook Co., N. Y.,

1960)

32. This essay was obviously written for an audience

1) with specialised knowled.' of airplanes.

2) with specialised knowledge of airposts.

3) with specialised knowledge of war a fighter planes.

4) with specialised knowledge of pilots.

5) none of these

33. There is one metaphor used in this paragraph; the one word metaphor is

1) runway.

2) corncob.

3) major.

4) take-off.
5) inch.



36 This first introductory paragraph tells the audience

1) what was wrong with the plane.

2) that the pilot was drunk.
3) that the jet would crash.

4) that the brakes were jammed.

5) none of these

35. If this article were first printed in a magazine or newspaper, it

would probably have been

1) EL S. Government fact-finding committee report.

2) The Wall Street Journal.

3) Highlights for children.

4) Aviation News.

5) Scholastic Roto.


